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Abstract

Today, the diagnosis of osteoporosis and assessment of fracture risk is based on estimation of bone
mineral density (BMD) determined by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). A lack has been
shown in the prediction of individual fracture risk using DXA-based BMD (BMDDXA). Digital
radiography (DR) has eased the application of dual-energy techniques for separating bone and soft
tissue, but the direct application of dual-energy digital radiography (DEDR) to determine BMD
has not been investigated. Additionally, with BMD and bone mass, bone geometry affects strongly
the mechanical strength of bone. Geometrical parameters can also be determined from the DR
images. This study aimed to investigate the ability of DEDR to determine BMD and whether the
combination of DEDR-based BMD and geometry improves the prediction of maximal load.
Fracture and osteoporosis diagnoses could thus be done with one examination, i.e. with DEDR,
whereas in the current routine both DR imaging and DXA examination are needed for diagnoses. 

Reindeer femora were imaged by DR with two different energies (79 and 100 kVp). The
different geometrical parameters were also determined from the 79 kVp images. The BMD
measured by DEDR (BMDDEDR) were calculated using the calculation principle of DXA. The
ability of BMDDEDR to predict BMDDXA was investigated. The femora were mechanically tested
in an axial loading configuration with the shaft in a vertical position to determine mechanical
parameters. The best combination of BMDDEDR and geometrical parameters to predict bone
maximal load was explored. BMDDXA was used for comparison.

Significant moderate to high linear correlations were observed in all regions of the upper femur
(femoral neck, Ward’s triangle, trochanter and inter-trochanter) between BMDDEDR and
BMDDXA. BMDDEDR of the femoral neck and BMDDXA of the femoral neck predicted maximal
load similarly. The best combination of parameters to predict maximal load was BMDDEDR at
Ward’s triangle, femoral shaft diameter (FSD) and femoral shaft axis length (FNAL) (r = 0.79, p
< 0.05). The study shows that DEDR is a suitable method to determine BMD in vitro and the
combination of BMD and geometry improves the prediction of bone maximal load when
compared to BMDDEDR of femoral neck or trochanter only. The thesis also includes unpublished
data from a preliminary human study.

Keywords: bone mineral density, dual-energy digital radiography, DXA, geometry,
maximal load, mechanical testing
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Tiivistelmä

Osteoporoosin diagnosointi ja murtumariskin määrittäminen perustuvat kaksienergisellä rönt-
genabsorptiometrialla (DXA) mitattavaan luun mineraalitiheyden (BMD) arviointiin. DXA:lla
määritetyn luun mineraalitiheyden (BMDDXA) on kuitenkin osoitettu olevan puutteellinen mur-
tumariskin yksilöllisessä ennustamisessa. Digitaalinen röntgenkuvaus (DR) on helpottanut sel-
laisten kaksienergisten tekniikoiden toteuttamista, joissa luu ja pehmytkudos on eroteltu toisis-
taan. Kaksienergisen digitaalisen röntgenkuvausmenetelmän (DEDR) soveltamista BMD:n mää-
rittämiseen ei ole tutkittu. BMD:n ja luun massan lisäksi on luun geometrialla vahva vaikutus 
luun mekaaniseen lujuuteen. Geometriset parametrit voidaan määrittää niin ikään digitaalisista 
röntgenkuvista. Tässä työssä tutkittiin, pystytäänkö DEDR:llä määrittämään BMD sekä paran-
taako DEDR:llä mitattujen BMD:n ja geometrian yhdistelmä luun maksimikuormituksen ennus-
tetta. Näin ollen murtuma- ja osteoporoosidiagnoosit voitaisiin tehdä yhdellä tutkimuksella 
(DEDR), kun nykyisin diagnoosit vaativat sekä digitaalisen röntgenkuvauksen että DXA-tutki-
muksen.

Poron reisiluut kuvattiin digitaalisen röntgenlaitteen kahdella eri kuvausjännitteellä (79 ja 
100 kVp). 79 kVp -kuvista määritettiin myös erilaiset geometriaparametrit. BMD laskettiin
DEDR-kuvista (BMDDEDR) DXA:n laskentaperiaatetta käyttäen. BMDDEDR:n kyky ennustaa 
BMDDXA:a tutkittiin. Maksimikuormituksen selvittämiseksi reisiluut testattiin mekaanisesti 
aksiaalisuunnassa varren ollessa pystysuorassa asennossa. BMDDEDR- ja geometriaparametreis-
ta määritettiin paras yhdistelmä maksimikuorman ennustamiseen. BMDDXA-arvoja käytettiin 
analysoinnissa vertailun vuoksi.

BMDDEDR- ja BMDDXA-arvojen välillä havaittiin merkitsevä keskinkertainen tai korkea 
korrelaatio kaikissa mielenkiintoalueissa (reisiluun kaula, Wardin kolmio, sarvennoisen alue ja

reisiluun varren alue). Wardin kolmiosta mitatun BMD:n (WABMDDEDR), reisiluun varren 
halkaisijan (FSD) ja reisiluun kaulan kautta kulkevan akselin (FNAL) yhdistelmä ennusti parhai-
ten luun haurautta (r = 0.79, p < 0.05). Tutkimus osoittaa, että DEDR on sopiva menetelmä 
BMD:n määrittämiseen tutkimusolosuhteissa ja että BMD:n ja geometrian yhdistelmä parantaa 
maksimikuormituksen ennustetta pelkästään reisiluun kaulasta tai sarvennoisesta mitattuun
BMDDEDR:iin verrattuna. Väitöskirja sisältää myös julkaisemattomia tuloksia alustavista ihmis-
tutkimuksista.

Asiasanat: DXA, geometria, kaksienerginen digitaalinen röntgenkuvaus, luun 
mineraalitiheys, maksimikuorma, mekaaninen testaus
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Abbreviations and symbols 

∆ Difference of two values 

ε Strain

σ Stress

d Differential operator

A Area

aBMD Areal bone mineral density 

AP Anterior-posterior

BMC Bone mineral content 

BMD Bone mineral density 

BMDDEDR Bone mineral density measured by dual-energy digital radiography 

BMDDXA Bone mineral density measured by dual-energy x-ray 

absorptiometry 

CSA Cross-sectional area 

CSMIi Cross-sectional moment of inertia around the axis i 

CSMIp Polar moment of inertia 

CV Coefficient of variation 

CVRMS Root mean square coefficient of variation 

∆d Deformation / Change in length  

d Original length

dBREAK Deformation at break point 

dMAX Deformation at maximal load point 

dYIELD Deformation at yield point 

DEDR Dual-energy digital radiography 

DR  Digital radiography 

DXA Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 

E Energy

EBREAK Energy to break point 

EMAX Energy to maximal point 

F Force / Load 

FBREAK Load at break point 

FMAX Load at maximal load point 

FYIELD Load at yield point 

FNAL Femoral neck axis length 

FNBMD Femoral neck bone mineral density 

FNC Femoral neck cortical thickness 
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FRAX® Fracture risk assessment tool 

FSC Femoral shaft cortical thickness 

FSD Femoral shaft diameter 

HAL Hip axis length 

HSA Hip structural analysis 

Ii Attenuated intensity at energy i 

I1S Attenuated intensity in a location containing soft tissue only at 

lower energy 

I2S Attenuated intensity in a location containing soft tissue only at 

higher energy 

I0i Unattenuated intensity at energy i 

ITBMD Bone mineral density in the inter-trochanter area 

LUT Look-up table 

µBi Mass attenuation coefficient of bone mineral at energy i 

µSi Mass attenuation coefficient of soft tissue at energy i 

MB Areal bone mineral density 

MS Areal density of soft tissue 

N Number of subjects/samples

ND Neck diameter  

NSA Neck-shaft angle 

NS Non significant

p Statistical significance level

QCT Quantitative computed tomography 

QUS Quantitative ultrasound 

R Ratio of soft tissue attenuation coefficient 

r Correlation coefficient

r2 Coefficient of determination 

r1 Outer radius of the cylinder 

r2 Inner radius of the cylinder 

ROI Region of interest

SD  Standard deviation 

SDRMS Root mean square standard deviation 

SOS Speed of sound 

t Thickness

TOTBMD Bone mineral density of total femur 

TRBMD Bone mineral density in the trochanter area 

vBMD Volumetric bone mineral density 
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WABMD Bone mineral density in Ward’s triangle 

WHO World Health Organization 

Y Elastic modulus, Young’s modulus 
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1 Introduction 

Osteoporosis is a common disease and a significant public health problem. Bones 

with osteoporosis reduce their mass and their architecture deteriorates. These changes 

increase bone fragility and susceptibility to fracture. The most severe outcome of 

osteoporosis is hip fracture (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003), which 

increases morbidity and mortality. In addition to that, hip fractures entail costs to 

society. In the year 2010, 0.6 million hip fractures occurred in Europe alone, and the 

costs of those were 19 billion euros (Hernlund et al. 2013). Total costs are expected 

at least to double from the year 2000 to the year 2050. (Kanis & Johnell 2005) 

The diagnosis of osteoporosis is based on estimation of bone mineral density 

(BMD) determined by dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) which is a gold 

standard  (Peck et al. 1993, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003, Report of a 

WHO Study Group 1994). Unfortunately, most hip fractures seem to occur in patients 

who are diagnosed as non-osteoporotic by DXA (Schuit et al. 2004, Siris et al. 
2001). Thus there is a clear demand to develop more accurate, cost-effective, and 

widely available methods for fracture risk assessment. In clinical work, patients with 

a suspected fracture are usually imaged with conventional radiography to confirm the 

fracture diagnosis. After that, the same patient is referred to DXA examination for the 

osteoporosis diagnosis. It might be relevant to study whether conventional 

radiography could also be utilized in the evaluation of BMD.  

Conventional plain radiography is a multi-purpose modality and its suitability 

for different purposes, such as bone density determination using calibration 

wedges and different dual-energy imaging applications, has been tested (Ergun et 
al. 1990, Hickey et al. 1987, Kinds et al. 2011). Conventional radiography images 

can be used for defining different geometrical characters of bone that have been 

shown to have a clear effect on bone strength (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Karlsson et 
al. 1996, Pulkkinen et al. 2008). Geometrical parameters have been shown to be 

able to discriminate fracture subjects and non-fracture subjects from each other, 

and even different hip fracture types from each other (Peacock et al. 1995, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2006). In addition to that, when the geometry parameters have 

been combined with BMD parameters (measured by DXA) the prediction of hip 

fracture has improved (Peacock et al. 1995, Pulkkinen et al. 2004). However, the 

assessment of geometry parameters is still not in routine use. 

During the 1980s and 1990s, several studies explored the use of dual-energy 

X-ray radiography (Barnes et al. 1985, Brody et al. 1981a, Brody et al. 1981b,

Ergun et al. 1990, Hickey et al. 1987, Lehmann et al. 1981, Nishitani et al. 1986,
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Sommer et al. 1982). Despite numerous investigations, dual-energy radiography 

did not become popular in clinical work in the 1980s and 1990. After 

conventional film techniques, computed radiography and digital radiography 

(DR) started to become more popular. These techniques facilitated the application 

of dual-energy techniques. Dual-energy techniques have mostly been used to 

separate bone and soft tissue to enhance the diagnostic quality of the image 

(Brody et al. 1981a, Brody et al. 1981b, Nishitani et al. 1986). Here, the patient is 

imaged with two different x-ray photon energies during a short time and, 

thereafter, images with only soft tissue or bone and calcified structures are 

constructed from the original images using subtraction. Separated bone and soft 

tissue images have been applied for different purposes, such as detecting chest 

abnormalities (Fischbach et al. 2003, Hickey et al. 1987, Li et al. 2008) or for 

renal imaging (Sommer et al. 1982). However, the direct application of dual-

energy radiography to determine BMD has not been investigated. 

The mechanical breaking force under maximal loading is the best indicator of 

the actual strength of bone (Beck 2007). Naturally, testing maximal load is not 

possible in clinical work. Consequently, a good predictor for bone strength should 

be found. The relation between BMD measured by DXA (BMDDXA) and bone 

mechanical parameters, especially maximal load, has been presented in several 

experimental settings (Bouxsein et al. 1999, Cheng et al. 1997, Courtney et al. 
1994, Eckstein et al. 2002, Jamsa et al. 1998, Jarvinen et al. 1998, Jiang et al. 
2010, Lochmuller et al. 1998, Roberts et al. 2010, Stenstrom et al. 2000, Zhang et 
al. 2005). The results of studies vary widely depending on the test object (human 

or animal), location of bone (femur, tibia etc.) and testing configuration. 

 In human femora studies with side-impact configuration, simulating a 

sideways fall, correlations between mechanical parameters and BMDDXA have 

been found to vary from moderate to high when BMD explained 46−92% of the 

strength of femur (maximal load) (Bouxsein et al. 1999, Cheng et al. 1997, 

Courtney et al. 1994, Courtney et al. 1995, Eckstein et al. 2002, Roberts et al. 
2010).  In a human study with axial loading configuration has reported slightly 

lower correlations. The role of BMD in explaining the variation in bone strength 

was 29−45%. (Lochmuller et al. 1998) Studies which investigate the relationship 

between BMDDXA and mechanical parameters with animal models are few. Those 

studies were performed with axial loading configuration and the correlations 

varied widely, when the BMD explained 28−90% of the mechanical parameters. 

(Jarvinen et al. 1998, Stenstrom et al. 2000) As geometrical parameters have been 

shown to be good factors in fracture discrimination (Peacock et al. 1995, 
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Pulkkinen et al. 2006), it is important to solve whether the combination of BMD 

and geometrical parameters improve the prediction of femur strength (maximal 

load).  

The present study aims to investigate the ability of the dual-energy digital 

radiography (DEDR) method to determine areal BMD as well as to quantify its 

ability to predict bone mechanical characteristics, especially maximal load. In 

addition, the present study aims to investigate whether the combination of BMD 

measured by DEDR and geometry parameters determined from the same images 

improves the prediction of maximal load which is the best indicator of actual 

strength of bone. Fracture and osteoporosis diagnoses could thus be done with one 

examination, i.e. with DEDR, whereas in the current routine both DR imaging and 

DXA examination are needed for diagnoses. Preliminary testing of DEDR in the 

BMD determination with clinical data was also performed. 
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2 Review of the literature 

The human skeleton consists of more than 200 bones. The skeleton gives the body 

its form. It works as a support system and storage for minerals, especially calcium 

and phosphate. Moreover, the skeleton protects delicate organs. Blood cells are 

formed in the bone marrow. (Pocock et al. 1999) 

2.1 Bone structure and geometry 

Bones come in various shapes and sizes, such as long tubular bones (long bones, e.g. 

femur), short bones (e.g. wrist), flat bones (e.g. skull) and irregular structures (e.g. 

vertebrae). The shape reflects the function of bone. Long bones with muscles bring 

about our motions. Short bones oppose compressive loads, and flat bones serve as a 

protection for the internal organs.  Irregular bones have a wide variety of tasks. 

(Currey 2002) 

At a macrostructural level, two different bone types can be discriminated: 

cortical and trabecular bone. Cortical (compact) bone is very dense material and 

encompasses the majority (75−80%) of human bone mass. Cortical bone is 

located especially at the shafts of long bones (diaphysis) (Fig. 1), and in the 

cortical areas of bones. Cortical bone material is composed of osteons, which 

consist of regular, cylindrically shaped lamellae. Osteons are gathered side by 

side parallel to the vertical axis. Inside the osteons there are Haversian canals 

where blood vessels and nerves are located. (Cowin 2001, Currey 2002, Ganong 

1993, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003, Rho et al. 1998). 

Whereas cortical bone consists of regular shaped lamellae, trabecular bone 

(cancellous bone) consists of irregular lamellae, and the structure is usually 

described as being composed of a lattice of branching rod- and plate-like bone 

trabeculae. The rods and plates are preferentially oriented along the lines of 

mechanical strain of the bone. This produces a porous and spongy structure, 

which simultaneously maximizes strength while minimizing weight. Trabecular 

bone can be found in the inner parts of flat and short bones and also in the ends of 

the long bones (epiphyses). (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003, Rho et al. 
1998) 

In addition to cortical and trabecular bone, bone also contains bone marrow 

in the medullary cavity. Two different types of bone marrow can be distinguished: 

yellow and red bone marrow. In the diaphysis of long bones, cortical bone 

surrounds the yellow bone marrow, which mainly consists of fat. Red bone 
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marrow is located inside the trabecular bone, and red blood cells are produced 

there. (Currey 2002, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003, Rho et al. 1998) 

Fig. 1. The femur represents the basic structures of long bone. 

Bone is composite material comprised of organ phase, mineral phase and water. The 

organ phase (35% of dry weight) consists mainly (90−97%) of collagen fibrils type I. 

Most important minerals in bone are calcium and phosphate, and the mineral phase is 

mostly composed of crystals of hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2. Due to the collagen, 

bone is flexible and has high tensile strength. On the contrary, the mineral phase 

brings about good stiffness and compression strength. (Currey 2002, Report of a 

WHO Scientific Group 2003) 

Although the structural and functional properties distinguish cortical and 

trabecular bones, both types are composed of the same cells. The cells function as a 

modeler and remodeler of bone. There are four main types of cells: bone-lining cells, 

osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes. Bone-lining cells are inactive osteoblasts. 

They form a thin layer on the surface of bone, called periosteum. The 
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corresponding layer inside the bone is called endosteum. The bone-lining cells 

envelop all available bone surface, and function as a protector, a barrier to matter, 

especially ions. Osteoblasts are bone-forming cells. They form new bone, produce 

bone matrix and take care of mineralization. They bring on the crystal hydroxyapatite 

to sediment to the spaces between collagens. When the osteoblasts have finalized 

mineralization, parts of them are buried inside the matrix and they transform into 

osteocytes. Osteocytes are formed up as osteoids. They take care of bone by 

remodeling new bone to the wall of the lagoon. Osteocytes are connected to other 

osteocytes, which enables signaling between cells. Osteoclasts are very big cells 

with a large nucleus. They destroy the bone. This process is called the resorption 

cycle. First, the osteoclasts fasten to the surface of the bone, then they eat the 

bone, and finally they disentangle to start the process all over again. (Currey 

2002, Rho et al. 1998) 

The bone mass in humans varies during life. At birth, there is no difference in 

bone mass between the sexes, but after puberty it is noticed that men acquire higher 

bone mass. The bone mass in humans increases to about 20−30 years of age. During 

that time bones lengthen and grow. Finally the growth ends, and the amount of bone 

tissue present at the end of skeletal maturation is called the peak bone mass. Men 

have higher peak bone mass than women after puberty. Humans lose bone mass with 

aging. Women have rapid loss of bone mass after menopause. This is especially due 

to the decreasing hormonal levels of estrogen. (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 

2003) 

Bone mass and bone mineral density are major determinants of the risk of 

fracture due to osteoporosis. That is why research on them is important. (Report of a 

WHO Scientific Group 2003) Bone mass is normally determined as bone mineral 

content (BMC), which represents the amount of bone in grams (g) in a specific 

interest region. Areal bone mineral density (aBMD) represents the amount of bone 

mineral mass per unit projected area (g/cm2). (Blake & Fogelman 1997)(Blake & 

Fogelman 1997) BMC and aBMD can be measured by equipment exploiting two-

dimensional projection imaging techniques. (Blake & Fogelman 1997, Blake et al. 
1999) Three-dimensional bone mineral density is known as volumetric bone mineral 

density (vBMD), and it can be measured using tomographic imaging systems (Report 

of a WHO Scientific Group 2003). There is some confusion in terminology, since 

often mere BMD abbreviation is used instead of aBMD even when speaking of areal 

BMD.  
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2.2 Bone strength 

Bone strength depends on both material and structural properties. Ideally, bone 

should be both stiff and flexible. Stiffness enables the bone to resist deformation, 

which is why normal loading does not break the bone. Flexibility enables the 

bone to absorb energy by deforming during the loading. When bone is 

compressed it shortens and widens; correspondingly, it lengthens and narrows 

under tension. (Seeman & Delmas 2006) 

2.2.1 Effect of material 

The aim of bone is to be optimally strong with minimum mass. In that case the 

different materials are in balance and bone has adapted to its own function. As is 

known, bone is a composite material consisting predominantly of collagen matrix 

and mineral phase (Currey 2002). The material components and their proportions, 

which define bone quality, affect strongly the characteristics of bone. To simplify, 

the mineral phase gives bone its stiffness. When the mineralization level 

increases, bone becomes more brittle and breaks more easily. (Seeman & Delmas 

2006) Thus, bone with higher stiffness may still be more fragile. With a low 

mineralization level, bone has lower stiffness and strength than at higher levels 

and is too flexible. This also causes bones to fracture more easily. (Ruppel et al. 
2008, Seeman & Delmas 2006) 

Collagen gives bone its flexible properties. One of the major features of the 

collagen matrix comes out when bone is stretched. The helixes of collagen are 

fastened by cross-links. With too few cross-links, the helix of collagen can be 

separated and the strength of bone decreases under tension. With too many cross-

links, the ability of energy absorption is reduced. (Ruppel et al. 2008, Seeman & 

Delmas 2006) 

2.2.2 Effect of structure and geometry 

The amount of bone naturally affects the strength of bone. As mentioned above, 

the amount of bone in two-dimensional techniques is called BMC, given as 

grams. How the BMC is distributed around the axis of long tubular bone has an 

effect on bone strength. Cross-sectional distribution affects the strength of the 

whole bone. (Frost 1997, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003) Generally, it 

can be said that the more bone, the stronger it is. In a cross-section of a bone, the 
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material distributing area can be measured using the cross-sectional area (CSA). 

With CSA, the cortical thickness (t) is also an important quantity, because 

together with diameter or radius it for one’s part describes how the bone material 

is distributed around the longitudinal axis (Fig. 2).  

Cross-sectional moment of inertia (CSMI) tells us how the material is 

distributed around its bending axis and how well it can resist bending as for the 

particular axis in the cross-section plane. That axis is called neutral axis. (Beck 

2003) Generally, when the cross-section is in x-y plane, the CSMIx is determined 

as follows 

= , (1)

where dA is an area element, and y is the distance from the neutral axis x. CSMIy 

can be similarly determined. For a tubular structure with a hollow inside (as the 

shaft of long bones can be simplified, though they are not fully circular), the 

CSMIx is = ( − ), (2)

where r1 is the outer radius of the cylinder and r2 is the inner radius of the cylinder 

(Fig. 2). CSMI is important when determining how the bone responds to bending. 

The greater the CSMI, the stronger the bone in bending. Polar moment of inertia 

(CSMIp) tells us the ability of bone to resist torsional loads. In general, it is 

calculated as 

= , (3)

where r is radial distance from the neutral axis. For the tubular structure with 

hollow inside, the CSMIp is = ( − ). (4)
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Fig. 2. Cross-sectional image of a tubular structure with a hollow inside. Examples of 

this are long bones, such as femur. 

In some fracture mechanisms the structural and geometrical characteristics can be 

more important for the strength than the mass contribution (Frost 1997). Since 

bone is living material, the structure and characteristics of bone change due to 

aging, different loading circumstances, and, for example, some diseases. For 

example, the thickness of bone is quite similar between the sexes with certain age. 

Due to the earlier completion of longitudinal growth, women have smaller bones, 

and their bones are thus weaker than those of men.  With aging, the bone mass 

decreases. By increasing the outer diameter by periosteal apposition the bone can 

maintain its resistance against bending and torsion.(Seeman 2007, Seeman 2008) 

2.2.3 Special characteristics of femur 

Femur is a long tubular bone. The shaft of long bones is called diaphysis and the 

ends of bones are called epiphyses. (Fig. 1)  About fifty percent of its total bone 

material is cortical bone while the other fifty percent is trabecular bone (Ganong 

1993, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003).  Diaphysis consists almost 

exclusively of cortical bone. In epiphyses, cortical bone is found only as a thin 

shell of bone, with trabecular bone inside the shell. 

Cross-sectional geometry is an important characteristic when discussing bone 

strength. In the diaphysis of femur the cross-sectional geometry appears roundish 

or oval where the bone cortical material is located in the edges. The cortical 

thickness is about one-fifth of the overall diameter. (Currey 2002) The medullar 
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cavity is located inside the cortical bone. The CSA and cortical thickness are 

important parameters for the strength of the bone shaft. The larger they are the 

greater axial loads the bone can carry, because the load is spread to a bigger area. 

The cross-section of the femoral neck is also roundish. Cortical thickness in the 

femoral neck area is very thin, and the cross-section is rich in trabecular bone. 

(Currey 2002) In addition to cortical thickness, some other geometry parameters, 

such as femoral neck and head diameters, neck-shaft angle and femoral neck axis 

length have been studied and shown to be important factors when analyzing bone 

fragility and fracture risk (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Karlsson et al. 1996, Peacock et 
al. 1995, Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2006, Pulkkinen et al. 2008). 

Upper femur has been much studied with imaging and also with mechanical 

testing. In densitometric imaging the bone has typically been divided into named 

areas (Fig. 3): femoral neck, Ward’s triangle, trochanteric area and inter-

trochanteric area (shaft area) (Blake & Fogelman 1997). Femoral neck means the 

thinnest point between the circular head and greater trochanter and it has been 

called the most important region in terms of fracture risk according to the current 

guidelines of the World Health Organization (WHO) (Kanis et al. 2008). Ward’s 

triangle refers to the triangular area which stands out with a lesser density 

between three groups of trabeculae in the femoral neck. Ward’s area was first 

reported by F.O. Ward in 1838. (Bonnick 2004). This structure bears close 

resemblance to a triangle, but in imaging the area is defined as a rectangle. Ward’s 

triangle area is the earliest site, which measures postmenopausal bone loss and in 

theory it gives the best measure of trabecular bone. In practice its use is limited 

due to the poor precision. (Blake & Fogelman 1997) Trochanter (greater 

trochanter) is an irregular part of the upper femur, located in the lateral corner 

where the shaft and head of the femur are joined. Some studies have been shown 

that BMD of trochanteric region is best predictor of the femoral strength, 

especially when the loading configuration simulates a fall on the greater 

trochanter (Bouxsein et al. 1999, Cheng et al. 1997). The inter-trochanteric area, 

reaching to the diaphysis of the femur, is the area below the trochanteric area. The 

bone in inter-trochanter area is cortical rich and cortical bone things can mainly 

be studied from that area. 

In normal human life, the femur is loaded mainly in the axial direction. When 

a person falls, the femur is side-loaded and thus it fractures easily. Depending on 

the direction of the load and the characteristics of bone, different fracture types 

may occur. The types can be sorted and named by the point where they occur or 

by the history or load-direction. They can be radiologically categorized into 
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intracapsular fractures (in the neck area) and extracapsular fractures (in the 

trochanteric or inter-trochanteric area). These can be further subdivided into 

different subsidiary categories, if desired. (Parker & Johansen 2006, Report of a 

WHO Scientific Group 2003) 

Fig. 3. Region of interests (ROIs) of the upper femur. 

2.3 Osteoporosis 

According to the WHO “osteoporosis is a systemic skeletal disease characterized by 

low bone density and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue with a 

consequent increase in bone fragility” (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003). 

Osteoporosis is more common in women than in men, mainly because of women’s 

lower peak bone mass. The female hormone, estrogen, is one factor inhibiting 

excessive bone resorption and thus has an important function in preserving bone mass 

during adulthood. Bone loss occurs when the estrogen level decreases at the 

menopause. (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003) 
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2.3.1 Osteoporotic fractures 

The most common osteoporotic fractures occur in the forearm, vertebrae and hip; of 

these, hip fractures are the most serious.  They mainly follow a fall from the standing 

position. (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003) Hip fractures are very painful 

and they cause increased morbidity and mortality. Hip fractures also often 

necessitate hospitalization. The consequences of hip fractures bring on large cost 

to society and often to the individual as well. (Johnell & Kanis 2006, Report of a 

WHO Scientific Group 2003) In the year 2000, the estimated number of new 

osteoporotic fractures worldwide was about 9.0 million; 1.6 million of them were 

hip fractures, and seventy percent of those occurred in women (Johnell & Kanis 

2006). In the same year 2000, the estimated number of osteoporotic fractures in 

Europe was 3.8 million, 0.9 million of them hip fractures, and eighty percent of 

hip fractures occurred in women. The costs of osteoporotic fractures in Europe in 

the year 2000 were €36 billion, of which hips fractures accounted for €24 

billion. Total costs of osteoporotic fractures were expected to at least double from 

2000 to 2050. (Kanis & Johnell 2005) 

2.3.2 Risk of osteoporotic fracture in the hip 

The background of osteoporosis is multifactorial and not fully known. There are 

both internal and external factors in the background. Internal factors such as 

structure and geometry of bones are notable but external factors like physical 

exercise, nutrition and others should not be forgotten, either. 

Low BMD is a very important factor of fracture risk, contributing to 

inadequate peak bone mass and excessive bone loss (Report of a WHO Scientific 

Group 2003). It has been shown in several studies that the risk of fracture 

increases when BMD decreases (Cummings et al. 1993, Johnell et al. 2005, 

Marshall et al. 1996). T-score used in osteoporosis diagnostics is based on the 

BMD-values of population. T-score is the standard deviation unit in relation to 

the young healthy population and is calculated as 

− =     , (5)

where BMDPATIENT is the measured BMD value, BMDYOUNG NORMAL MEAN  is the 

mean value of the young adult reference population, and SDYOUNG NORMAL MEAN is 
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the standard deviation (SD) of the young adult reference population. (Blake & 

Fogelman 2009, El Maghraoui & Roux 2008) When BMD is measured by dual-

energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), osteoporosis has been defined as four 

categories using BMD T-score: 

1. T-score ≥ -1 is defined as normal. A value of BMD within 1 standard

deviation of the young adult reference mean.

2. -2.5 < T-score < -1 is defined as low bone mass or osteopenia.

3. T ≤ -2.5 is defined as osteoporosis.

4. T ≤ -2.5 and the presence one or more fragility fractures is defined as severe

osteoporosis. (Blake & Fogelman 2009, Report of a WHO Scientific Group

2003)

On individual level it has been shown that not all individuals with low BMD 

suffer a fracture. On the contrary, most hip fractures seems to occur in people 

with a T-score higher than -2.5, meaning they are not classified as osteoporotic by 

DXA (Schuit et al. 2004, Siris et al. 2001). Because BMD is not a complete 

method for diagnosing osteoporosis, there has been a clear need for other risk 

factors to improve the individual fracture risk. The most well-known risk factors 

of osteoporotic fractures are older age, female sex, previous fragility fracture, 

smoking, excessive caffeine and alcohol intake, and low physical activity 

(Benetos et al. 2007, Kanis 2002).  

Falls are the most common cause for traumatic osteoporotic fractures, and in 

the background there are often many different causes that increase the risk of 

falls, such as chronic illnesses and poor vision (Report of a WHO Scientific 

Group 2003). While about only one percent of falls lead to a hip fracture, the 

majority of 1.6 million hip fractures are the result of a fall (Johnell & Kanis 2006, 

Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003). As some causes in the background of 

falls increase the risk of fall they also increase the risk of fracture. Because of 

their age and possible other risk factors, elderly people belong to the high risk 

group of falling.  

In a prevention of osteoporosis and maintaining the existing bone mass and 

density, it is important to explore the meaning of the muscle conditioning and 

strength. The loads for the bone come from muscles and normally bone strength 

adapt to the load. During growth the loads on bones increases and bone modeling 

increases bone strength. In aging development is contrary. Muscle strength begins 

to decrease after 30−40 years of age. After the age-related changes in muscle 

strength follow the age-related changes in bone. Thus it is important to perform 
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fitting physical activity maintaining good muscle strength as well as possible. 

(Frost 1997) If the society invest in the activation activity and inform elderly 

people of the importance of good muscle and bone strength, the number of falls 

could be decreased. 

WHO has developed a fracture risk assessment tool (FRAX®) to diversify 

and help fracture risk assessment. It includes several risk factors (Kanis & on 

behalf of the World Health Organization Scientific Group 2007). In addition to 

the traditional risk factors such as sex and age, the assessment tool takes into 

account other defined risk factors, which are body mass index, parental history of 

hip fracture, a prior fragility fracture, current smoking, exposure to oral 

glucocorticoids, rheumatoid arthritis, and excessive intake of alcohol. The risk 

calculation can be performed with or without femoral neck BMD. The FRAX® 

fracture assessment tool calculates occurrence probability for the next ten years 

and identifies risk of fracture separately for different fracture sites (hip, brachium, 

forearm or vertebra). (Kanis & on behalf of the World Health Organization 

Scientific Group)  

In the WHO’s benchmark, geometry of the hip is not listed as a risk factor for 

osteoporotic hip fractures. As we know, fracture risk is dependent on bone strength. It 

has been shown that bone geometry has a strong effect on bone strength (Caligiuri et 
al. 1993, Karlsson et al. 1996, Peacock et al. 1995, Pulkkinen et al. 2008). When 

estimating fracture risk it is important to take into consideration the geometrical 

characteristics of bone among other characteristics. Different geometrical 

parameters have been studied when the suitable parameters for fracture risk 

analysis has been explored. The results of geometrical studies have not been fully 

consistent even if the importance of geometrical parameters has been underlined 

by all studies (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Karlsson et al. 1996, Peacock et al. 1995, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2008). 

2.4 Radiological assessment of upper femur  

Radiological methods are used to evaluate the characteristics of bone (such as 

strength and fragility risk) clinically without bone damage. Next, the main 

methods are presented in brief. 
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2.4.1 Plain radiography 

Conventional plain radiography is a very multi-purpose modality. Traditionally, 

the plain radiography systems have used film technology, but today the systems 

are based on digital technology. Conventional radiography equipment work in a 

wide energy range of x-rays, where the tube voltage ranges from about 20 kVp to 

150 kVp.    

Radiography in the hip imaging 

In clinical routine, a patient with a suspected fracture will first undergo 

radiography. In many places in the world there are no DXA systems, which are 

golden standards in the osteoporosis diagnosing, on hand,  but the conventional 

X-ray equipment is the tool available and osteoporosis may often be diagnosed

using it alone. (Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003) In skeletal imaging, the

main reason for examination is to discover whether the patient has a fracture or

not. Arthritis can cause pain near the bones, and problems of this kind lead to

radiographical imaging to find whether the pain comes from bones or joints.

Assessment of structure and geometry 

The in-plane resolution of plain digital radiography is approximately 100−200 

µm, depending on the manufacturer. Using radiography, it is thus possible to 

study bone geometry and structure characteristics. Bone trabeculae are 100−500 

µm thick and the resolution of 100 µm should be reached when the bone 

microarchitecture such as trabeculae could be studied (Lespessailles et al. 2006). 

Both structure and geometry have been shown to have a strong effect on bone 

strength (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Chappard et al. 2005, Gregory et al. 2004, 

Guggenbuhl et al. 2006, Karlsson et al. 1996, Partanen et al. 2001, Peacock et al. 
1995, Pothuaud et al. 1998, Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2008) and thus 

they are important to study when fracture risk is determined. 

Structure analysis has been focused on trabecular bone analysis. Analysis 

includes visual-based methods, such as determination of Singh index, texture 

analysis, or different computed and image processing methods (Chappard et al. 
2005, Gregory et al. 2004, Gregory et al. 2004, Gregory et al. 2005, Guggenbuhl 

et al. 2006, Lespessailles et al. 2008, Pothuaud et al. 1998, Pulkkinen et al. 2008, 

Vokes et al. 2006). A one example of structure analysis method is gradient-based 
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method. There the region which includes trabecular bone is multiplied with the 

gradient matrix to obtain the gradient-based gray-level image. The corresponding 

binary image can then be obtained by setting the gray-level to be 1 between the 

positive and negative values of gradients and elsewhere the gray-level is 0. Gray-

level 1 present bone and 0 present marrow spece. From binary image can be 

evaluate the different parameters such as trabecular bone area (TBA) when the 

gray-levels 1 are summed. (Pulkkinen et al. 2008) The relations between TBA as 

well as other structural parameters and BMD or bone strength have been solved in 

several studies (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Gregory et al. 2004, Pothuaud et al. 1998, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2008). Additionally the structural parameters  have often been 

used to separate fractures from controls (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Gregory et al. 
2004, Gregory et al. 2005, Lespessailles et al. 2007, Lespessailles et al. 2008, 

Pothuaud et al. 1998, Vokes et al. 2006), and sometimes to distinguish different 

fracture types from each other.  

Various geometry parameters have been applied to study whether they could 

predict bone strength or improve the prediction together with other characteristics 

of bone. (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Karlsson et al. 1996, Peacock et al. 1995, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2006, Pulkkinen et al. 2008, Pulkkinen et 
al. 2010) Some widely used geometry parameters are hip axis length (HAL), 

femoral neck axis length (FNAL), neck-shaft angle (NSA), neck diameter (ND), 

femoral neck cortex width or femoral neck cortical thickness (FNC), femoral 

shaft diameter (FSD), femoral shaft cortex width or femoral shaft cortical 

thickness (FSC) (Caligiuri et al. 1993, Karlsson et al. 1996, Peacock et al. 1995, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2006, Pulkkinen et al. 2008, Pulkkinen et 
al. 2010). Structural and geometrical parameters of bone without BMD have been 

shown to predict failure loads of femur in vitro with similar accuracy as BMDDXA 

(Pulkkinen et al. 2008). Similarly, some geometrical parameters can be found 

from the background of increased fracture risk, such as increased NSA and FNAL 

as well as decreased cortical thickness (Pulkkinen et al. 2013). Peacock et al. 
have combined the BMDDXA with geometrical parameters, and noticed that 

combination (BMD, HAL and Singh index) significantly improved the 

discrimination of hip fracture if compared to BMD solely (Peacock et al. 1995). 

Similarly, Pulkkinen et al. have shown that combination of BMDDXA and 

geometrical measurements from radiographs improved the assessment of the risk 

of hip fracture and also the assessment of fracture type compared to BMDDXA 

alone (Pulkkinen et al. 2004). In addition to single geometrical characteristics, the 

shape of bone as a risk factor has been also introduced. The method that analyzed 
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a comprehensive shape of bone together with BMD resulted in better prediction 

of fracture risk than BMD alone (Gregory et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2013). 

Thus it is reasonable to explore geometrical and structural parameters with and 

without BMD when assessing bone strength, fracture risk and fracture type. 

According to Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority of Finland, the average 

exposure to radiation in a normal hip x-ray examination is about 1 mSv. Doses of 

the x-ray studies vary in different locations depending on imaging equipment and 

other things. More than 30 percent of the variation is not uncommon. (STUK - 

Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority, Finland 17.5.2013) 

Dual-energy applications 

During the 1980s and 1990s, a number of studies presented dual-energy 

radiography applications (Barnes et al. 1985, Brody et al. 1981a, Brody et al. 
1981b, Ergun et al. 1990, Hickey et al. 1987, Lehmann et al. 1981, Nishitani et 
al. 1986, Sommer et al. 1982). The studies presented for example a suitable 

detector for dual-energy imaging (Barnes et al. 1985), or two different types of 

dual-energy systems, i.e., a single-exposure system and a dual-exposure system 

(Brody et al. 1981a, Ergun et al. 1990, Lehmann et al. 1981, Vock & Szucs-

Farkas 2009). Apart from diverse studies, dual-energy radiography did not 

become popular in clinical work in the 1980s and 1990s. After conventional film 

techniques, computed radiography (CR) and digital radiography (DR) started to 

become more popular, helping also to boost the popularity of dual-energy 

applications. 

Physically, dual-energy radiography is based on the fact that X-ray 

attenuation of materials, such as bone or soft tissue, differs strongly depending on 

the energy of the radiation and thus also on the  imaging voltage used (Vock & 

Szucs-Farkas 2009). Dual-energy applications have mainly been used to separate 

bone and soft tissue to enhance the diagnostic quality of the image (Brody et al. 
1981a, Brody et al. 1981b, Fischbach et al. 2003, Nishitani et al. 1986, Ricke et 
al. 2003).  

There are two main applications for the realization of the dual-energy system. 

In the single-exposure dual-energy system only one radiograph is taken. Then a 

two-layered detector and filtering are used to produce two images at separate 

energies (Ergun et al. 1990, Kuhlman et al. 2006, Vock & Szucs-Farkas 2009). 

The second plate are reached by lesser number of photons and their average 

energy are higher than in the first plate. Due to the low photon count and high 
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energy the signal-noise ratio is lower and image relatively noisier. In addition to 

that bone contrast is lower. The higher noise is corrected by noise suppression 

during post-processing if possible. A soft tissue image is generated by equalizing 

the intensities of bone on both plates. After that, weighted subtraction of these 

images produces the soft tissue image. Finally, a bone image is produced 

similarly, equalizing the soft tissues on both plates and using weighted 

subtraction. Advantages of the single-exposure system include the usual radiation 

exposure and no motion artefacts, whereas the disadvantages are noisier image 

and limited energy separation (NHS, Centre for Evidence-based Purchasing 2007, 

Vock & Szucs-Farkas 2009) 

In the dual-exposure system two separate images are taken with different 

energies (Brody et al. 1981a, Kuhlman et al. 2006, Lehmann et al. 1981, Vock & 

Szucs-Farkas 2009). Bone and soft tissue images are produced using weighted 

subtraction, similarly as in the single-exposure system. The advantage of the dual-

exposure system is that the system uses a very sensitive digital detector which 

results in excellent image quality with high contrast and low image noise. 

Moreover, energy spectra of the two images are well separated, which results in a 

very good bone subtraction. A disadvantage is that there is a short interval 

between the two exposures which can cause cardiac, respiratory and muscular 

motion artefacts, for example. These are corrected by post-processing, if possible. 

(NHS, Centre for Evidence-based Purchasing 2007, Vock & Szucs-Farkas 2009) 

The possibility to reduce motion artefacts, especially cardiac artefacts, is to use 

preventative method. Using electrocardiographic (ECG) assistance can be 

synchronized data acquisition system with the heart cycle. The meaning is to 

obtain images during the diastolic phase when the heart movement is minimal. 

(Marten et al. 2005) Similarly to avoid artefacts, the respiratory triggered systems 

have been introduced (Kyriakou et al. 2009). In addition to artefacts, another 

disadvantage of the dual-exposure system is slightly elevated radiation exposure. 

(NHS, Centre for Evidence-based Purchasing 2007, Vock & Szucs-Farkas 2009) 

2.4.2 Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) 

DXA is the most common and widely used technique for bone densitometry. It can be 

used to assess BMC of the whole skeleton as well as specific sites, including the hip. 

BMC describes the amount of mineral in a specific area. When the area where the 

mineral lies is measured, areal bone mineral density aBMD (g/cm2) can be 

determined, the scan being two-dimensional. (Kanis & on behalf of the World 
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Health Organization Scientific Group 2007) BMD is considered as the gold 

standard for evaluating bone fragility and fracture risk (Kanis & Gluer 2000, 

Turner 2002). 

There are two main types of DXA systems available. They differ in the 

generation of dual-energy x-ray spectrum. In the first system are used a K-absorption 

edge filter to split the polyenergetic x-ray beam into high- and low-energy 

components. In the second systems, a dual-energy x-ray beam is produced switching 

the high voltage generator between high and low kVp during alternate half cycles of 

the mains supply. (Blake & Fogelman 1997) Otherwise both DXA systems use the 

same principles. A radiation source and a radiation detector are placed on the opposite 

sides of the patient being measured. The patient is placed on a table in path of the 

radiation beam and the beam is then scanned across the measurement region. The 

attenuation of the radiation is determined and converted by calculation to the BMD 

values. (El Maghraoui & Roux 2008) 

The physical principle behind the DXA is the measurement of the transmitted 

X-rays through the body with high- and low-photon energies. Attenuation differs

between different energies and also between different materials, such as bone and

soft tissue. DXA equipment typically use energies from 30 keV to 140 keV

(Blake et al. 1999). The calculation principle is briefly described in the following

(Blake & Fogelman 1997, Blake et al. 1999). Attenuation equations for low and

high energies can be written as: = ( ) (6)= ( ), (7)

where 1 refers to low energy, 2 refers to high energy, the Ii and I0i denote 

attenuated and unattenuated count rates, μSi is the mass attenuation coefficient of 

soft tissue, µBi is the mass attenuation coefficient of bone mineral, MS is the areal 

density of soft tissue, and MB is the areal density of bone mineral. Areal BMD (MB) 

can be determined as follows: 

= ∙ ∙ (8)

The ratio of soft tissue attenuation coefficients (µS1/µS2) is performed two 

times in the previous equation. In the final calculation the real soft tissue 
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attenuation coefficients are not needed, only their ratio. Thus the ratio can be 

determined directly for the MB calculation. For a location containing soft tissue 

only, the attenuation equations for low and high energies can be written as 

follows: 

 
 =  (9)                       
 = , (10) 

                                    

where I1S and I2S are attenuated intensities measured from a location containing 

soft tissue only. If the ratio of soft tissue attenuation coefficient is marked as R, 

 

 = =  ( ) ( ), (11) 

                  

the equation for MB is simplified: 

 

 = ∙ ∙ . (12) 

                           

As said, BMD measured by DXA is the gold standard for evaluation of bone 

fragility and fracture risk and also for diagnosing osteoporosis. Still, the BMD 

values are not used as such for diagnosing osteoporosis. Instead of the BMD, a 

working group of the WHO has proposed defining osteoporosis on the basis of 

the T-score, which is the standard deviation unit in relation to the young healthy 

population. (El Maghraoui & Roux 2008) T-scores are described in more detail in 

2.3.2. In addition to risk fracture assessment and osteoporosis diagnosing, BMD 

examinations have one other principal task, monitoring response to treatment 

(Blake & Fogelman 2009). 

The advantages of DXA include short scan times, easy set-up of patients, 

good measurement precision and low radiation doses (Aallos 2005, Blake et al. 
1999, Blake & Fogelman 2009). The effective dose of a hip examination using 

fan-beam technique varies from about 0.3 µSv to 33 µSv, depending on the 

manufacturer, equipment and size of the patient. (Aallos 2005, Blake et al. 1999) 

Additionally, measurement of some geometrical parameters (such as Hip 

Structural Analysis, HSA) are also available in current DXA systems (Khoo et al. 
2013, Prevrhal et al. 2008), even though DXA systems were initially developed to 
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measure the areal BMD. Geometrical parameters which are determined using 

HSA include mainly geometrical properties of cross-section which are determined 

utilizing intensity profiles, and minimally parameters which represent straight the 

dimensions of bone from planar image. Geometrical properties measured straight 

from the plane image includes such as neck width, neck length, neck-shaft angle 

and hip axis length. (Beck 2007) However, the geometrical possibilities of DXA 

are not widely used. 

The disadvantage of DXA is that at the moment the resolution of image is 

poor and it is not suitable for example fracture diagnosing. This causes that the 

use of DXA equipment is fairly constricted. BMD measured by DXA has also 

been criticized due to the aBMD which not take in account the size of bone (thick 

or thin) and thus the measured BMD does not illustrate the real BMD. In addition 

to previous, DXA has been criticized that the DXA can not predict the fracture 

risk on individual level. The most hip fractures seem to occur in people who are 

not classified as osteoporotic by DXA (Schuit et al. 2004, Siris et al. 2001).     

2.4.3 Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) 

The computed tomography (CT) technique is based on the different absorption of 

X-rays between different materials, similarly to conventional radiography and 

DXA. In CT imaging the object is imaged from different directions, and by using 

the computed reconstruction process, cross-sectional tomographic images can be 

produced from the specific areas of the object. The slices can be combined for 

three-dimensional visualization. The resolution of CT images allows the accurate 

determination of different structures. (Bauer & Link 2009) 

 Quantitative computed tomography (QCT) is a technique which is used to 

measure BMD by converting Hounsfield units (HU) of the CT image to BMD 

values. QCT is a three-dimensional technique and it allows determining the true 

volumetric BMD (g/cm3).The structure and geometry parameters are also easily 

definable. A notable advantage of QCT is that it allows the separation of cortical 

and trabecular bone as opposed to conventional radiography and DXA. (Black et 
al. 2008, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003) 

QCT-derived femoral neck parameters have been shown to be predictors of 

bone strength and thus of hip fracture risk (Black et al. 2008). A considerable 

disadvantage of QCT in routine use is its relatively high radiation dose, which has 

been reported to be about 2.9 mSv for the BMD determination of hip (Khoo et al. 
2009). Then in the BMD and other bone analyses are needed a special software 
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and compatible calibration phantom.  In addition to high doses, special software 

and calibration phantom, other disadvantages are difficulties with quality control 

and high cost, if compared with DXA, for example (Report of a WHO Scientific 

Group 2003). DXA is a gold standard method for BMD evaluation and thus it is 

well standardized. As for QCT, it is lesser used for BMD evaluation and its 

quality is not necessarily so standardized and steady between different scanners 

and softwares. Especially owing to high cost and high doses CT apparatuses are 

rarely available on health center level. Due to the disadvantages CT apparatuses 

are not routinely used for clinical assessment of osteoporosis or fracture risk.  

2.4.4 Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) 

Ultrasound is a mechanical wave whose frequency exceeds the auditory threshold 

of humans, 20 kilohertz (kHz) (Guglielmi & de Terlizzi 2009, Krieg et al. 2008). 

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) is the method to study bone characteristics. In the 

trough transmission QUS method ultrasound pulses are generated and transmitted 

through the bone. When passing through bone ultrasound is strongly attenuated 

because the signal loses its energy due to absorption, reflection and scattering. 

The properties of the bone affect the shape, intensity and speed of the propagating 

wave. Properties of bone tissue can be estimated in terms of ultrasound velocity 

and attenuation. (Fogelman & Blake 2000, Fuerst et al. 1995, Hans et al. 1997, 

Krieg et al. 2008) 

The speed of sound (SOS) (m/s) within the media, such as bone, can be 

determined by dividing the distance between the transmitting transducer and the 

receiving transducer by the time elapsed. Attenuation of ultrasound increases 

linearly with frequency. The slope of that relation is called broadband ultrasound 

attenuation (BUA), which is measured as decibels per megahertz (dB/MHz). 

(Fogelman & Blake 2000) Trough transmission QUS has mostly been used for the 

peripheral parts of the human body, especially the calcaneus (Guglielmi & de 

Terlizzi 2009).  The newest advanced methods have recently been studied and 

used also at the femur. Barkmann et al. were among the first to measure the femur 

bone using a QUS scanner in vivo (Barkmann et al. 2010) After that, QUS of the 

femur has been developed; for example, QUS of the femur has been shown to be 

related to its strength (Grimal et al. 2013).  

Pulse-echo ultrasound is another method which can be used to evaluate bone 

characteristics. It measures ultrasonic backscattering from tissues. The 

measurement can be performed using only one transducer acting as transmitter 
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and receiver or using separate transmitter and receiver. Lately method has been 

applied to measurement of femur (in vivo) (Karjalainen et al. 2012) and the 

results were promising. The QUS parameters could discriminate the fractured 

subjects from the controls. 

The advantages of QUS are low cost, no ionizing radiation and easy 

portability, and it is thus suitable for assessing fracture risk of larger population 

(Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003). As a disadvantage in QUS, the 

measured parameters suffer from the errors originating from variable bone size 

and marrow composition but especially the soft tissue which overlay the bone 

(Chappard et al. 2000, Nicholson & Bouxsein 2002, Riekkinen et al. 2006). 

Solutions to limit or diminish the errors have been developed (Riekkinen et al. 
2006).  

2.5 Mechanical testing of femur 

The mechanical properties of bone, such as femur, can be evaluated using 

mechanical testing. Naturally, mechanical testing can only be performed in vitro. 

In mechanical testing the bone is subjected to a bending, compressive, tensile or 

torsional force. Mechanical tests of the upper femur in humans have typically 

been conducted using the side-impact configuration (Bouxsein et al. 1999, Cheng 

et al. 1997, Courtney et al. 1994, Courtney et al. 1995, Eckstein et al. 2002, 

Pinilla et al. 1996, Roberts et al. 2010) or axial loading of the femoral head 

(Lochmuller et al. 1998). The side-impact configuration simulates a fall on the 

greater trochanter, and in human bones, the femur is positioned so that the 

femoral shaft is approximately ten degrees from the horizontal direction and the 

femoral neck approximately fifteen degrees from the vertical direction in internal 

rotation (Fig. 4A). In the axial loading configuration, the force is applied directly 

to the upper side of the femoral head, the femoral shaft being close to vertical 

(Fig. 4B). The mechanical properties of upper femur in different species-specific 

loading configurations have been tested in small animal models, including rat 

(Jarvinen et al. 1998, Peng et al. 1994, Stenstrom et al. 2000, Zhang et al. 2005) 

and mouse (Jamsa et al. 1998). However, reindeer as a potential large animal 

model has not earlier been used for experimental testing. 
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Fig. 4. Mechanical testing of the upper femur. a) In side-impact configuration, the shaft of 

the femur is positioned about 10 degrees from horizontal and force (F) is directed laterally. 

b) In axial loading, the femur shaft is vertical and loading force (F) is directed to the 

femoral head in axial direction.   

A typical load-deformation curve of mechanical testing is shown in Fig. 5. The 

deformation of the bone (∆d) is on the horizontal axis and the force (F) produced 

by press load is on the vertical axis. In the beginning, the relationship between 

deformation ∆d and force F is linear. The slope of the curve is the stiffness of 

bone [N/mm or kN/m]. The point where the curve changes from linear to 

nonlinear is called yield point (FYIELD and ∆dYIELD). Before the yield point the 

changes inside the bone are reversible and the region is called elastic region. After 

the yield point changes are not reversible and the region is called plastic region. 

The maximal loading point (FMAX, ∆dMAX) is defined at the top of the curve. It is 

usually, albeit not always, the point where the fracture exists. Sometimes a 

comprehensive fracture can appear later, at the distinct breaking point. The 

absorbed energy (EMAX, shadowed region in Fig. 5) is the area under the load-

deformation curve. It is the energy that is required to fracture the sample.                                                                     

The parameters of the load-deformation curve represent the characteristics of 

bone at a structural level, called extrinsic mechanical properties. Intrinsic 

mechanical properties represent the characteristics at tissue level. Those 

characteristics are described with a stress-strain curve, which is very similar to a 
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load-deformation curve where load/force is replaced by stress and deformation by 

strain. Stress σ is determined as the force F divided by its cross-sectional area A: 

 

 = .  (13) 

             

The unit of stress is [N/m2] or [Pa]. Strain ε is relative deformation 

 

 = ∆
, (14) 

                   

where ∆d is change in length and d is the original length. The relationship between 

the stress and the corresponding strain in the reversible region of stress-strain curve is 

called elastic modulus or Young’s modulus Y: 

 

 =  (15)                 

and its unit is [N/m2] or [Pa], similarly to stress. Corresponding to the load-

deformation curve, in stress-strain curve the maximal point is called maximal 

stress when the bone breaks. 

Fig. 5. A typical load-deformation curve of mechanical testing. The slope of the linear 

part of curve defines the stiffness of the bone. The yield point is the transition point 

between reversible and non-reversible changes. The area under the curve means the 

absorbed energy during loading. 
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3 Aims of the study 

The main aim of this study was to study the applicability of dual-energy digital 

radiography in the assessment of bone fragility and fracture risk. The specific 

aims were to 

1. investigate the ability of dual-energy digital radiography to determine bone 

mineral density; 

2. study whether dual-energy digital radiography can be applied for the 

prediction of mechanical properties of proximal femur; 

3. study whether the combination of bone mineral density and geometry 

parameters determined from dual-energy digital radiography improves the 

maximal load prediction, and to determine the best combination to predict 

bone maximal load; 

4. investigate the clinical applicability of dual-energy digital radiography for the 

determination of bone mineral density in a preliminary clinical study. 
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4 Material and methods 

The materials and methods are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Summary of materials and methods.  

Study Materials N Bone measurements Measured parameters 

I Reindeer femora 15 DEDR, DXA FNBMDDEDR, WABMDDEDR, 

TRBMDDEDR, ITBMDDEDR 

FNBMDDXA, WABMDDXA, 

TRBMDDXA, ITBMDDXA 

II Reindeer femora 47 DEDR, DXA, 

mechanical testing 

FNBMDDEDR, WABMDDEDR, 

TRBMDDEDR, ITBMDDEDR 

FNBMDDXA, WABMDDXA 

dYIELD, dMAX, dBREAK, FYIELD, FMAX, 

FBREAK, EMAX, EBREAK, Stiffness 

III Reindeer femora 47 DEDR, DXA, 

mechanical testing, 

geometry 

FNBMDDEDR, WABMDDEDR, 

TRBMDDEDR, ITBMDDEDR 

FNBMDDXA, WABMDDXA, 

TRBMDDXA, ITBMDDXA, FMAX, 

FNAL, FNC, FSC, FSD, ND, NSA 

Unpublished data Humans 

Fractured 

Controls 

52 

19 

33 

DEDR, DXA, fracture 

diagnosing 

FNBMDDEDR, WABMDDEDR, 

TRBMDDEDR, ITBMDDEDR 

FNBMDDXA, WABMDDXA, 

TRBMDDXA, ITBMDDXA 

N number of samples or subjects, DEDR dual-energy digital radiography, DXA dual x-ray absorptiometry, BMD 

bone mineral density, d deformation, F load, E energy, FNAL femoral neck axis length, FNC femoral neck 

cortical thickness, FSC femoral shaft cortical thickness, FSD femoral shaft diameter, ND neck diameter, 

NSA neck-shaft angle. Prefixes: FN femoral neck, WA Ward’s triangle, TR trochanter, IT inter-trochanter. 

Subscripts: YIELD yield point, MAX maximal point, BREAK break point. 

4.1 Materials and subjects 

Study I was conducted with reindeer bones including fifteen reindeer femora. 

Studies II and III included originally fifty-five reindeer femora. The final dataset 

consisted of forty-seven femora because of failure in mechanical testing or 

casting in eight samples. Reindeer femora were obtained from the regional 

slaughterhouse. They were stored in a freezer and thawed overnight before 

imaging and mechanical testing.  
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The bones were almost completely free of soft tissue. Water was used as a 

soft tissue substitute while imaging with both DXA and DEDR (Jonson 1993, 

Wahnert et al. 2009, White 1978). The reindeer femora were placed at the bottom 

of a water-filled (depth 11.5 cm) container. The positioning of the femur imitated 

the typical anterior-posterior (AP) orientation of a joint in a DXA scan or hip 

radiograph. 

Prior to collecting clinical material, approval by the Ethics Committee of the 

Northern Ostrobothnia Hospital District was obtained (approval number 67/2007). 

The subjects were volunteers who came to Oulu University Hospital with pain in the 

hip during the years 2008−2010. Volunteers gave written informed consent. There 

were 109 volunteers who gave consent, but due to the missing or incorrect data the 

final study group consisted of 52 patients (Fig. 6). After radiographic imaging, 

volunteers with a hip fracture were assigned to the fracture group (19 patients) 

while volunteers without fracture were assigned to the control group (33 patients). 

The fracture group included six men and 13 women, and the control group 

included 17 men and 16 women. The mean age and weight of subjects in the 

fracture group were 68.5 ± 13.4 years and 63.9 ± 14.8 kilograms, and of those in 

the control group 65.4 ± 11.7 years and 80.0 ± 13.6 kilograms, respectively. A 

standard position was used with all patients in DXA scan and radiography resulting in 

slight internal rotation of the femur. 

4.2 DXA measurements 

The DXA measurements were performed using a clinical DXA device (Lunar 

Prodigy, GE Healthcare, Madison, Wisc., USA). The hip measurement protocol 

(38 and 70 kVp energies, current = 0.750 mA, time = 48 s) was used. The analysis 

software failed to automatically position the regions of interest (ROIs) of reindeer 

femora (I, II), and the positioning of ROIs was done manually within the limits of 

the analysis software. In the manual analysis, the main limit was that the 

positioning of the different regions is partly dependent from each other and 

sometimes the boundaries between regions were not fully optimal. 

The BMD of the femoral neck (FNBMDDXA), Ward’s triangle (WABMDDXA), 

trochanter (TRBMDDXA), and inter-trochanteric region (ITBMDDXA), as well as 

the BMD of the total femur (TOTBMDDXA) was determined (Fig. 3).  
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Fig. 6. Flow of the preliminary human study. BMD bone mineral density, DEDR Dual-energy 

digital radiography, DXA Dual x-ray radiography, N number of subjects. 

In Study I manual positioning of the ROIs was repeated five times for every 

fifteen femora to investigate the repeatability of the analysis. The average of these 

five results was used as the final BMD value for each ROI. In Study II 

positioning of the ROIs was repeated three times and the average of these results 

was used as the final BMDDXA value for each ROI. 

In the clinical study, volunteers were imaged using the hip measurement 

protocol and all BMD values (FNBMDDXA, WABMDDXA, TRBMDDXA, 
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ITBMDDXA) as well as TOTBMDDXA were positioned and calculated 

automatically using the software provided by the manufacturer. The non-fracture 

side of the fracture patients and both sides of the controls were measured. 

4.3 DEDR imaging 

In studies I and II, X-ray images of the proximal reindeer femora were acquired 

using a DR system (Siemens Axiom Aristos FX Plus; Siemens Medical Solutions 

AG, Forchheim, Germany). The first image was acquired using a clinical hip 

protocol in the AP projection with a tube voltage of 79 kVp, automatic exposure 

control, 2.9 mm aluminum and 0.1 mm copper filtering, and without a grid. 

Subsequently, another AP projection image was obtained using a higher tube 

voltage of 100 kVp. Exposure was set manually as close as possible to the first 

image exposure value within the limits of the DR system. Other imaging 

parameters and settings were kept constant. Both positive images were extracted 

with a linear look-up table (LUT = 1) and without further processing 

(amplification = 2, harmonization gain = 0, spatial filter gain = 0, diamond view 

identifier = 0). The image area was 43 x 43 cm in size with a 2992 x 2992 matrix. 

In the clinical study, the two images were acquired similarly as the reindeer 

images in studies I and II (presented above). The patients were imaged with a lead 

grid, focused to 115 cm (focus range 100−136 cm). 

4.3.1 BMD calculation from DEDR images 

Image data processing and areal BMD calculation was performed using a custom-

made Matlab program (version 6.3.0, MathWorks Inc., Natick, Mass., USA). 

Similarly to DXA, the BMD of the femoral neck (FNBMDDEDR), Ward’s triangle 

(WABMDDEDR), trochanteric (TRBMDDEDR), and inter-trochanteric regions 

(ITBMDDEDR) as well as total femur (TOTBMDDEDR) was determined. ROIs were 

manually defined corresponding to the regions of DXA analysis. ROIs of DXA 

experiments were used as a model for the DEDR ROIs. In addition to the four 

ROIs of bone, two soft tissue regions were defined adjacent to the bone regions, 

one below and the other above the femoral head. 

In Study I, the outlining of ROIs and the BMD calculation were repeated five 

times for each image pair to investigate the repeatability of analysis. The average 

value of those five analyses was used as the final BMDDEDR value for each ROI. 

In Study II, the outlining of ROIs and the BMD calculation thereafter were 
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repeated three times and the average of those results was used as the final 

BMDDEDR value for each ROI. 

The images were extracted from the DR system with linear LUT, i.e., x-ray 

attenuation was linearly related to the pixel values. The pixel values were used in 

the areal BMD calculation. Calculations were performed for the mean pixel 

values of each segmented ROI. Soft tissue composition was assumed to be 

uniform throughout the proximity of the femur.  

The areal BMD of the bone regions was calculated according to the DXA 

calculation principle as presented in 2.4.2 (Blake & Fogelman 1997, Blake et al. 
1999). First, the attenuation data in segmented soft tissue regions for both 

energies were utilized to solve the R-factor (equation 11) which represents the 

ratio of mass attenuation coefficients of soft tissue. Areal BMDs (MB) were 

determined using equation 12. 

Images of clinical data were processed and BMD values calculated similarly 

to reindeer bone data (presented above). BMDs of the different ROIs 

(FNBMDDEDR, WABMDDEDR, TRBMDDEDR, ITBMDDEDR) as well as total femur 

(TOTBMDDEDR) were determined outlining the ROIs only once. 

4.3.2 Determination of attenuation coefficients 

The mass attenuation coefficients for bone mineral (= hydroxyapatite) and 

different bone mineral substitutes for monoenergetic radiation have previously 

been determined. Dipotassium phosphate (K2HPO4) was used in the present study 

as phantom material due to its similar radiation attenuation properties as 

compared with hydroxyapatite. (Jonson 1993) In this study the radiation of DR 

system was not monoenergetic. Thus the mass attenuation coefficients of 

dipotassium phosphate were determined for the DR system used. 

Distilled water and 3 M dipotassium phosphate solution was placed in plastic 

containers with varying height of liquid column (0 to 6 cm). The containers were 

imaged at nine different imaging voltages from 40 kVp to 121 kVp with and 

without grid. Exposure and other imaging parameters were kept constant and 

positive images were extracted with linear LUT. Similarly as in BMD calculation, 

the attenuation of each container was determined from their intensities (equations 

9 and 10). Unattenuated intensities (= pixel value) I0i were determined from 

image points excluding any attenuating material. Attenuated intensities Ii were 

determined in the points of each container. The areal density of material M was 

marked as a product of density ρ and height of liquid column h, when it used in 
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calculation. For distilled water at each imaging voltage, using the equation 9, was 

calculated mass attenuation coefficient exploiting the Solver of the Microsoft 

Excel (Microsoft Excel 2010, Microsoft).  

Similarly as for distilled water at each imaging voltage, the attenuation 

coefficients were determined for dipotassium phosphate solutions. Data of 

attenuation in distilled water and dipotassium phosphate solutions together with 

densities and liquid columns were utilized when the mass attenuation coefficients 

of pure dipotassium phosphate were determined. The final coefficients were fitted 

using the Solver of the Microsoft Excel. Mass attenuation coefficients for the 

reindeer bone study (I and II) were determined from the data imaged without a 

grid while coefficients for the human study were determined from data imaged 

with a grid. 

4.4 Determination of bone geometry 

The first image (79 kVp) of dual-energy imaging was used for determining 

different geometrical parameters of reindeer femora. Analysis of geometry 

parameters was performed using public image processing software (ImageJ, 

version 1.46c, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA, 

http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ji/). First, the images were windowed similarly. Then the 

following parameters were determined using a measure tool: ND, FNAL, NSA, 

FNC, FSD and FSC (Fig. 7). ND was measured as a thinnest distance between the 

different sides of femoral neck. FNAL were set to go in the centre of ND line and 

in femoral head FNAL separated head into two symmetrical parts. ND and FNAL 

are normals for each other. NSA is the angle between the femoral neck axis 

(FNAL) and shaft midline and it was measured from the medial side of the shaft 

midline.  FNC was the cortical width in the line which halves the NSA. FSD and 

FSC were measured 5.5 cm below the vertex of the NSA. FSD is the diameter of 

the shaft whereas the FSC is the cortical thickness in the shaft. Previously 

reported repeatability (root mean square coefficient of variation, CVRMS) values 

for ND, FNAL, NSA, FNC, FSD and FSC are 1.50, 0.90, 1.10, 9.90, 2.50 and 

5.20 % respectively (Partanen et al. 2001). 

4.5 Mechanical testing 

For the mechanical testing, the reindeer bones were moulded. First the femur 

shaft was cut to a suitable length using a band saw. Then the femur was set into a 
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plastic pipe (length = 9 cm and diameter = 5 cm) with a plastic filler (Plast 

Spackel, Biltema, Sweden). When the plastic filler had hardened, the casting was 

set inside a metal cylinder and clamped with screws. 

Fig. 7. Measured geometrical parameters of the reindeer femur. ND neck diameter, 

FNAL femoral neck axis length, NSA neck-shaft angle, FNC femoral neck cortical 

thickness, FSD femoral shaft diameter and FSC femoral shaft cortical thickness.  

The software applied in mechanical testing was provided by the manufacturer of a 

mechanical testing device (Instron 3366 Testing System, Bluehill 2 Materials 

Testing Software, version 2.6, Instron, Grove City, USA). A load cell of 10 kN 

and loading rate of 0.20 mm/s were used. In preliminary studies, the suitable 

angle for loading of the reindeer femora was determined to optimize repeatability. 

The most suitable position was found when the shaft was positioned at 30˚ from 

vertical direction.  The femora were loaded until failure using axial loading 

configuration (Fig. 8). A set of mechanical parameters was calculated from the 
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load-deformation curve, including stiffness, deformation and load  at yield, 

maximal load and break points (dYIELD, dMAX, dBREAK, FYIELD, FMAX, FBREAK), and 

energy at maximal load and break points (EMAX, EBREAK). FMAX was defined as the 

peak of the load-deformation curve whereas the FBREAK was defined at the point 

where the femur finally breaks. Yield point was automatically determined by 

software using offset 0.2% method. 

 

Fig. 8. Reindeer femora were tested mechanically. First the femur was set in a plastic pipe 

which was a filled with plastic filler (a). The femur with the casting was set inside a metal 

cylinder and clamped with screws (b). The femur was loaded until fracture (c). 

4.6 Statistical analyses 

Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS software (versions 15.0, 18.0, 

19.0 and 20.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). In all tests, p-values less than 0.05 

were considered statistically significant. 

In Study I linear Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated to 

determine the relations between the BMDDEDR and BMDDXA values. Root mean 

square standard deviations (SDRMS) and coefficients of variation (%CVRMS) were 

determined for DEDR and DXA analyses (Bonnick 2004, Gluer et al. 1995). 

In Study II linear Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated to 

determine the relations between the BMDDEDR or BMDDXA values and mechanical 

parameters. BMDDXA values were used for comparison. The difference between 

the correlation coefficients when comparing BMDDEDR or BMDDXA values of 

corresponding ROIs with specific mechanical parameter was tested using the 

standard Fisher Z-score test (Zar 2010). 

In Study III linear Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and 95% confidence 

intervals were calculated to determine the relationships between the BMDDEDR or 
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BMDDXA values, mechanical and geometry parameters. Multiple stepwise linear 

regression analysis was performed to identify the variables (geometry parameters 

and BMDDEDR or BMDDXA parameters) that best explain the variation in maximal 

load. 

In clinical data, the Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were calculated to 

determine the relations between the BMDDEDR and BMDDXA values. Pearson 

correlation coefficient between the mean group BMD values of each ROI was 

also calculated. Additionally, the difference between fracture and control groups 

was tested using independent samples t-test as the BMDs of the regions were 

normally distributed. Normality was tested using Shapiro-Wilk test. 
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5 Results 

5.1 Ability of DEDR to determine BMD (I, II) 

The descriptive information of Study I including mean BMDDEDR and BMDDXA 

values for different ROIs and the repeatability of positioning in DXA and ROI 

definition in DEDR is presented in Table 2. Similarly, the descriptive information 

of Study II including mean and range values for BMDDEDR and BMDDXA is 

presented in Table 2. Mass attenuation coefficients of pure dipotassium phosphate 

were determined and used in the calculation. For the imaging voltages 79 and 100 

kVp they were 0.274 cm2/g and 0.226 cm2/g, respectively. 

In Study I moderate to high correlations (r = 0.60−0.76, p < 0.05 to p < 0.01) 

were obtained between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA in femoral neck, Ward’s triangle 

and trochanteric regions. Correlation between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA in the 
inter-trochanteric region (ITBMDDEDR and ITBMDDXA) was not significant (r = 
0.41, p = 0.13). In Study II correlations between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA were 

significant in each of the four ROIs (r = 0.56−0.86, p <0.01) (Table 3). In Bland-

Altman analysis the mean difference between FNBMDDXA and FNBMDDEDR was 

0.19 whereas 95% confidence intervals varied between 0.06 and 0.32. Similarly 

the mean differences and 95% limits between WABMDDXA and WABMDDEDR, 

TRBMDDXA and TRBMDDEDR and ITBMDDXA and ITBMDDEDR were -0.03 (-

0.15, 0.09), 0.08 (-0.12, 0.28) and -0.23 (-0.50, 0.05), respectively (Fig. 9, Fig. 

10).  

In Study I, the slope between the BMDDEDR and the BMDDXA ranged between 

0.47 and 0.58 and the y-intercept between 0.16 and 0.61. In Study II, the slope varied 

between 0.31 and 0.86 and the y-intercept between -0.01 and 0.78 (Table 4). 
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Table 2.  The mean values and ranges (Studies I and II), and SDRMS and CVRMS (Study I) 

of bone mineral density (BMD) measured by dual-energy digital radiography (DEDR) in 

different regions (ROIs) (Study I).  

Variable/ROI Study I, N = 15 Study II, N = 47 

Mean 

(g/cm2)

Range     

(g/cm2)

SDRMS 

(g/cm2)

CVRMS 

(%)

Mean 

(g/cm2)

Range 

(g/cm2)

BMDDEDR 

Femoral neck 0.44 0.34−0.53 0.013 3.1 0.46 0.29-0.61

Ward’s triangle 0.44 0.30−0.57 0.018 4.0 0.52 0.31-0.71

Trochanter 0.39 0.24−0.51 0.018 4.7 0.42 0.16-0.74

Inter-trochanter 0.94 0.67−1.19 0.022 2.2 1.02 0.78-1.21

BMDDXA 

Femoral neck 0.54 0.42−0.75 0.010 1.8 0.65 0.43-0.85

Ward’s triangle 0.38 0.27−0.54 0.003 0.9 0.49 0.27-0.69

Trochanter 0.45 0.33−0.66 0.001 0.2 0.50 0.31-0.72

Inter-trochanter 0.63 0.49−1.00 0.003 0.5 0.79 0.48-0.90

Table 3.  Correlation coefficients between bone mineral density (BMD) values 

measured by dual-energy digital radiography (DEDR) and dual-energy x-ray 

absorptiometry (DXA) (BMDDEDR and BMDDXA) in studies I and II. FN femoral neck, WA 

Ward’s triangle, TR trochanteric region, IT inter-trochanteric region. 

DEDR vs. DXA 

Study  FNBMD WABMD TRBMD ITBMD 

Study I, N = 15 0.76** 0.66** 0.60* 0.41 

Study II, N = 47 0.85** 0.86** 0.60** 0.56** 

**p < 0.01, *p < 0.01 

Table 4. Equations for the line between the bone mineral density (BMD) values 

measured by dual-energy digital radiography (BMDDEDR, y) and dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry (BMDDXA, x) of different regions of interest (ROI) in studies I and II. 

Region of interest Study I, N = 15 Study II, N = 47 

Femoral neck y = 0.47x + 0.18 y = 0.64x + 0.04 

Ward’s triangle y = 0.58x + 0.22 y = 0.79x + 0.13 

Trochanter y = 0.51x + 0.16 y = 0.86x – 0.01 

Inter-trochanter y = 0.54x + 0.61 y = 0.31x + 0.78 
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Fig. 9. a) Bland-Altman plot of difference in FNBMDDXA and FNBMDDEDR. b) Bland-

Altman plot of difference in WABMDDXA and WABMDDEDR. Black line is mean difference 

and grey lines show the upper and lower limits for 95% confidence intervals. 

FNBMDDXA bone mineral density of femoral neck measured by dual-energy x-ray 

absorptiometry. FNBMDDEDR bone mineral density of femoral neck measured by dual 

energy digital radiography. WA Ward’s triangle. 
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Fig. 10. a) Bland-Altman plot of difference in TRBMDDXA and TRBMDDEDR. b) Bland-

Altman plot of difference in ITBMDDXA and ITBMDDEDR. Black line is mean difference 

and grey lines show the upper and lower limits for 95% confidence intervals. ITBMDDXA 

bone mineral density of trochanter measured by dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry. 

TRBMDDEDR bone mineral density of trochanter measured by dual-energy digital 

radiography. IT inter-trochanter. 
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5.2 Ability of BMD measured by DEDR to predict mechanical 

properties of femur (II) 

The descriptive information of Study II including mean and range values for 

BMDDEDR and BMDDXA is presented in Table 2. Mean, SD and range values for 

mechanical parameters are presented in Table 5. The correlations between 

BMDDEDR or BMDDXA in each ROI and mechanical parameters are shown in 

Table 6. 

The correlations between BMDDEDR or BMDDXA and different mechanical 

parameters were moderate, except for the stiffness and the deformation at the break 

point, which had insignificant correlations with BMDDEDR or BMDDXA in every 

region. Deformation at yield and maximal points had also insignificant correlations 

with some regions of BMDDEDR and BMDDXA. With the DEDR method, the highest 

correlations were found between WABMDDEDR and maximal load (r = 0.65, p < 0.01) 

and WABMDDEDR and breaking load (r = 0.63, p < 0.01). In DXA, the highest 

correlations were found between maximal or breaking loads and TRBMDDXA (r = 

0.75 for maximal load, r = 0.71 for breaking load, p < 0.01). FNBMDs of both 

methods also had moderate correlation with maximal load (r = 0.53 for 

FNBMDDEDR and r = 0.65 for FNBMDDXA, p < 0.01). 

No statistically significant differences were found between the correlation 

coefficients when comparing the BMDDEDR and BMDDXA values of corresponding 

ROIs with mechanical parameters. 

5.3 Combination of geometry and BMD parameters to predict 

maximal load (III) 

In Study III the relation between different BMDDEDR and BMDDXA parameters, 

geometry parameters and maximal load was investigated. The mean, SD and 

range values for geometrical parameters are shown in Table 5 . The correlations 

between BMDDEDR, BMDDXA, geometry parameters and maximal load are 

presented in Table 7. The highest correlation was found between FSC and 

WABMDDEDR (r = 0.69, p < 0.01). FNBMDDEDR and TRBMDDEDR also presented 

moderate correlation with FSC. Respectively, BMDDXA from every region 

correlated also strongly with FSC. In addition to FSC, FNC and FNAL had 

significant and apparent correlations with BMD parameters in every ROI in both 

imaging modalities apart from ITBMDDXA. 
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Table 5.  Mean, standard deviation (SD) and range values for mechanical parameters 

and geometrical parameters (N = 47). 

Parameter Mean SD Range

Mechanical parameters 

Stiffness (N/mm) 1541 457 479−2555 

dYIELD (mm) 0.87 0.41 0.41−2.51 

dMAX (mm) 3.76 0.90 2.56−7.18 

dBREAK (mm) 4.05 1.07 2.58−7.53 

FYIELD (N) 1055 319 606−1897 

FMAX (N) 2965 579 2077−4648 

FBREAK (N) 1728 338 1198−2634 

EMAX (mJ) 6830 2348 3857−12796 

EBREAK (mJ) 7379 2346 3954−13255 

Geometrical parameters 

ND (mm) 28.31 1.40 24.70−30.33 

FNAL (mm) 65.12 2.90 58.59−70.86 

NSA (◦) 125.30 3.78 115.09−131.80 

FNC (mm) 2.37 0.61 1.06−3.91 

FSD (mm) 21.02 1.92 16.66−25.96 

FSC (mm) 2.97 0.75 1.58−4.38 

d deformation, F load, E energy, YIELD yield point, MAX maximal point, BREAK break point, FNAL femoral 

neck axis length, FNC femoral neck cortical thickness, FSC femoral shaft cortical thickness, FSD femoral 

shaft diameter, ND neck diameter, NSA neck-shaft angle. 

When comparing geometrical parameters and maximal load, the highest 

correlation was found between FSD and maximal load (r = 0.63, p < 0.01). FNAL 

and FNC also had significant correlation with maximal load (r = 0.45, r = 0.38, p 

< 0.01). 

Using the stepwise multiple regression analysis, a combination of geometrical 

parameters and BMDDEDR values that best predict the maximal load was explored. 

The best combination was found with WABMDDEDR, FSD and FNAL (r = 0.79, p 

< 0.05) (Fig. 11a). For comparison, using the BMDDXA parameters, the best 

combination was obtained with TRBMDDXA and FSD (r = 0.80, p < 0.05) (Fig. 

11b). 
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Table 6.  Correlation coefficients between the mechanical parameters and the bone 

mineral density (BMD) values of different regions measured by dual-energy digital 

radiography (DEDR) and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA). There were no 

statistically significant differences between corresponding values for DEDR and DXA. 

Mechanical 

parameter

DEDR DXA

FNBMD WABMD TRBMD ITBMD  FNBMD WABMD TRBMD ITBMD

Stiffness -0.13 0.01 0.14 0.23  0.03 0.01 0.25 -0.03

dYIELD 0.44** 0.33* 0.09 0.13  0.32* 0.36* 0.14 0.37*

dMAX 0.44** 0.35* 0.21 0.19  0.36* 0.39** 0.29 0.27

dBREAK 0.16 0.09 0.03 0.07  0.05 0.08 -0.01 -0.03

FYIELD 0.50** 0.50** 0.33** 0.38**  0.44** 0.46** 0.40** 0.51**

FMAX 0.53** 0.65** 0.54** 0.59**  0.65** 0.66** 0.75** 0.56**

FBREAK 0.52** 0.63** 0.51** 0.56**  0.65** 0.65* 0.71** 0.53**

EMAX 0.52** 0.53* 0.41** 0.42**  0.52* 0.54** 0.55** 0.40**

EBREAK 0.41** 0.42** 0.31* 0.36*  0.38** 0.36* 0.43** 0.27

** p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, d deformation, F load, E energy, YIELD yield point, MAX maximal point, BREAK break 

point, DEDR dual-energy digital radiography, DXA dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, BMD bone mineral 

density, FN femoral neck, WA Ward’s triangle, TR trochanter, IT inter-trochanter 

Table 7.  Correlations between BMDDEDR or BMDDXA values in the different ROIs of 

femur, the geometrical parameters and maximal load of mechanical testing. 

Variable/ROI ND FNAL NSA FNC FSD FSC Maximal load 

BMDDEDR

Femoral neck 0.31* 0.46** -0.48** 0.55** 0.39** 0.67** 0.53** 

Ward’s triangle 0.20 0.52** -0.48** 0.59** 0.42** 0.69** 0.65** 

Trochanter -0.04 0.32* -0.28 0.52** 0.21 0.60** 0.54**

Inter-trochanter 0.19 0.62** -0.25 0.41** 0.50** 0.38** 0.59** 

BMDDXA

Femoral neck 0.16 0.38** -0.41** 0.66** 0.31* 0.86** 0.65** 

Ward’s triangle 0.13 0.34* -0.37* 0.61** 0.31* 0.82** 0.66** 

Trochanter 0.08 0.46** -0.20 0.55** 0.53** 0.74** 0.75** 

Inter-trochanter 0.05 0.28 -0.30* 0.71** 0.26 0.90** 0.56** 

Maximal load 0.23 0.45** -0.22 0.23 0.63** 0.38** - 

** p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, BMD bone mineral density, DEDR dual-energy digital radiography, DXA dual-

energy x-ray absorptiometry, ROI region of interest, ND neck diameter, FNAL femoral neck axis length, 

NSA neck-shaft angle, FNC femoral neck cortical thickness, FSD femoral shaft diameter, FSC femoral 

shaft cortical thickness. 
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Fig. 11. a) The predicted maximal load using WABMDDEDR, FSD and FNAL as compared 

to actual maximal load. b) The predicted maximal load using TRBMDDXA and FSD as 

compared to actual maximal load. WABMDDEDR BMD at Ward’s triangle measured by 

dual-energy digital radiography (DEDR), TRBMDDXA BMD at trochanter measured by 

dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), FSD femoral shaft diameter and FNAL 

femoral neck axis length. 
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5.4 Ability of DEDR to determine BMD in vivo – preliminary clinical 
data 

The descriptive information of the preliminary clinical study including mean, 

minimum and maximum values of BMDDEDR and BMDDXA data for different 

ROIs is shown in Table 8. When the whole study population was examined, the 

mean BMD values were higher with DXA in every region. When examining the 

control or fracture groups individually, mean BMD values were higher with DXA 

in every region, except for the inter-trochanter where the BMDDEDR values were 

higher.  

Exposure of dual-energy digital radiography images varied between 

3.82−28.25 mAs and 3.84−29.45 mAs for 79 kVp and 100 kVp, respectively. 

Mass attenuation coefficients of pure dipotassium phosphate used with clinical 

data were 0.363 cm2/g and 0.291 cm2/g for imaging voltages 79 and 10 kVp. 

The correlations between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA were not significant in any 

ROI (r = -0.06−-0.20, p = not significant). The correlation between mean group 

BMD values for the whole material was high (r = 0.93, p = 0.07) and the result 

was non-significant (Fig. 12). Similarly, the correlations of mean group BMD 

values for fracture and control groups were high, but not significant (r = 0.89, p = 

0.11 and r = 0.94, p = 0.06). Differences in BMDDEDR values between fracture and 

control groups were not significant in any region (Table 8, Fig. 13a). BMDDXA 

values were higher in the control group in every ROI, and the difference was 

significant (p < 0.01 or p < 0.05) (Fig. 13b). 
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Table 8.  Summary of descriptive number of human data. p-values are for the 

statistical significance of the difference between the mean BMD values of the control 

and fracture groups. 

Variable All  Controls  Fractures p

Mean Min Max  Mean Min Max  Mean Min Max 

BMDDEDR

Femoral neck 0.57 -1.71 1.76  0.60 -1.71 1.76  0.52 -0.19 1.34 NS 

Ward’s triangle 0.49 -2.73 2.04  0.49 -2.73 2.04  0.49 -0.17 1.19 NS 

Trochanter 0.51 -1.16 1.69  0.50 -1.16 1.69  0.52 -0.30 1.17 NS 

Inter-trochanter 0.96 -0.90 2.17  0.95 -0.90 2.17  1.00 -0.19 1.70 NS 

Total 0.73 -1.10 1.90  0.72 -1.10 1.90  0.75 -0.16 1.43 NS 

BMDDXA

Femoral neck 0.86 0.48 1.41  0.92 0.48 1.41  0.75 0.51 1.13 ** 

Ward’s triangle 0.67 0.27 1.22  0.72 0.38 1.22  0.57 0.27 1.07 * 

Trochanter 0.79 0.37 1.26  0.87 0.56 1.26  0.67 0.37 1.23 ** 

Inter-trochanter 1.06 0.50 1.65  1.14 0.70 1.65  0.92 0.50 1.44 ** 

Total 0.92 0.44 1.44  1.00. 0.63 1.44  0.79 0.46 1.23 ** 

** p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, NS not significant 

Fig. 12. The correlation between the mean group bone mineral density (BMD) values 

measured by dual-energy digital radiography (DEDR) and dual x-ray absorptiometry 

(DXA) in all study population (N = 52). Grey lines indicate 1SD, WA Ward’s triangle, TR 

trochanteric region, FN femoral neck and IT inter-trochanteric region. 
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Fig. 13. a) Differences in BMDDEDR values between the fracture and control group were 

not significant in any region. b) BMDDXA values were higher (p < 0.01−0.05) in the 

control group at every region of interest. Small circles refer to outliers which are 

values between 1.5 interquartile ranges and 3 interquartile ranges from the end of a 

box. Stars refer to extreme values which are values more than 3 interquartile ranges 

from the end of a box. BMD bone mineral density, DXA dual-energy x-ray 

absorptiometry, DEDR dual-energy digital radiography. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Ability of DEDR to determine BMD 

The ability of DEDR to determine BMD was tested first in Study I with 15 

reindeer femora. The correlation between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA was significant 

and moderate in every ROI with the exception of the inter-trochanteric area. 

Furthermore, in Study II with a larger number of samples (N = 47), the correlation 

coefficients between BMDDEDR and BMDDXA were significant in every ROI, and 

particularly high in the femoral neck and Ward’s triangle. The high correlation in 

the femoral neck (r = 0.85, p < 0.01) is particularly noteworthy because this is the 

most important region in terms of fracture risk according to the WHO (Report of 

a WHO Scientific Group 2003). 

The measurements of the two methods (DXA and DEDR) were not identical, 

because the mean difference between BMDDXA and BMDDEDR values were not 

zero. The mean difference for Ward’s triangle and inter-trochanter were negative 

whereas for femoral neck and trochanter it was positive (Fig. 9, Fig. 10). The 

correlation coefficient for particular ROI was the greater, the narrower were the 

range of 95% confidence interval. Ideally, when the measurements would be 

identical, the relationship between BMD as determined by DEDR and DXA 

should be linear with a slope of unity and y-intercept of zero. In both studies I and 

II, the slope and y-intercept between the BMDDEDR and BMDDXA varied widely 

depending on the region of interest. Apart from the inter-trochanteric region, the 

slopes increased from Study I to II with a larger sample size so that those 

advanced towards unity. Similarly, the y-intercepts were closer to zero in Study II. 

The observed variation in the fitting parameters (slope and y-intercept) suggests 

that the estimates for mass attenuation coefficient were not optimal, which affects 

absolute BMDDEDR values.  

Jonson performed a comparison between the mass attenuation coefficients for 

different bone substitutes. Those theoretical calculated coefficients are valid only 

for a narrow beam geometry and monochromatic radiation. In that calculation, the 

mass attenuation coefficients of dipotassium for energies 80 keV and 100 keV 

were 0.251 cm2/g and 0.197 cm2/g, respectively. Dipotassium had the best 

resemblance to hydroxyapatite, which had the mass attenuation coefficient values 

0.225 cm2/g and 0.202 cm2/g for the same energies. (Jonson 1993)  
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In this thesis, the mass attenuation coefficients of dipotassium were 

determined for the DR system used (which is not monoenergetic) and utilized in 

BMD calculation. The observed mass attenuation coefficients were 0.274 cm2/g 

and 0.226 cm2/g for the imaging voltages 79 kVp and 100 kVp, respectively. The 

values differ from those introduced previously, but so do the study designs as 

well. A multienergetic set-up is a more complex situation than a monoenergetic 

one. Additionally, theoretical calculation can predict the actual situation, but it is 

still only a model. In future studies, it would be interesting to explore different 

bone substitutes with the DR system that has been used in DEDR imaging. In 

addition to different substitutes, scatter correction, beam hardening correction, 

quality assurance and calibration have to be explored to improve the accuracy of 

the setup. 

6.2 Ability of BMD measured by DEDR to predict mechanical 

properties of femur 

The mechanical force value at which bone fractures is the best indicator of bone 

strength (Beck 2007). In clinical applications, it is not possible to measure mechanical 

force. Therefore it is important to find a good predictor for bone strength that would 

be useful in clinical work. In this thesis it was investigated how well the BMDDEDR 

values predict the mechanical properties of reindeer femur, especially maximal load. 

BMDDXA values were used as a reference. 

The correlations between BMDDEDR or BMDDXA and different mechanical 

parameters were significant and moderate, except for stiffness and deformations at 

yield, max and break points. The highest correlations were found between maximal 

load and WABMDDEDR and TRBMDDXA. Maximal load also had moderate and 

significant correlations with FNBMDDEDR and FNBMDDXA. The reindeer femora were 

mechanically tested in an axial loading configuration with the aim of breaking the 

bone across the femoral neck. Thus it is rational to examine the maximal load of the 

femoral neck with the bone mineral density of the femoral neck (FNBMD). The BMD 

region of Ward’s triangle is located in or near the area of the femoral neck. It is thus 

also important to take that site into consideration when mechanical parameters are 

examined. 

Previous studies which have been utilized animal bone models when compared 

BMDDXA and mechanical parameters were carried out with axial loading 

configuration. The obtained correlations varied very widely between those parameters 

(r2 = 0.29−0.90).  In a previous study using human bone and axial loading, a similar 
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correlation has been shown between FNBMDDXA and maximal load (r = 0.65, p < 

0.01) (Lochmuller et al. 1998) as in the present study with reindeer bones. Other 

previous human bone studies have been performed using a side-impact configuration 

to simulate fall on the greater trochanter (Boehm et al. 2008, Bouxsein et al. 1999, 

Cheng et al. 1997, Courtney et al. 1994, Courtney et al. 1995, Roberts et al. 2010). In 

those studies, the relationships between FNBMDDXA and maximal load were higher 

(r2 = 0.70–0.92); however, the configuration substantially differed from that used in 

the present study. 

The differences between the correlation coefficients when comparing mechanical 

parameters and FNBMDDEDR or FNBMDDXA were not statistically significant. 

Similarly, differences were not significant for mechanical parameters and BMD 

values of other corresponding regions. The results indicate similar prediction accuracy 

for DEDR and DXA. 

The anatomy of reindeer differs from that of humans. As reindeer walk on four 

extremities, unlike humans, the femurs have different functionalities. In reindeer 

femur, a clearly narrowed point like the one seen in human femoral neck is not 

present. Reindeer femur is also more monotonous and thicker.  For good repeatability 

and reliability, the testing configuration was optimized for the reindeer femora. The 

optimal loading configuration found here for reindeer femora, with the shaft 

positioned 30 degrees from the vertical direction, differs from that in conventional 

axial loading studies with human cadaver femurs. 

6.3 Combination of geometry and BMD parameters to predict 

maximal load 

The mean absolute values of geometrical parameters seem realistic, although 

previous and comparable material of reindeer femur is not available. The same 

parameters have been measured in a human bone study (Pulkkinen et al. 2004). 

The reindeer femur as a whole is smaller than a human femur, and it is natural 

that the geometrical parameters of reindeer femur have smaller absolute values 

than in humans. 

BMDDEDR and BMDDXA parameters correlated particularly well with cortical 

thickness parameters, FSC and FNC. In a previous human bone study BMDDXA 

parameters correlated most strongly with FSC, even if the correlations were 

weaker (r = 0.34−0.40, p < 0.01) (Pulkkinen et al. 2004) than in the present study. 

A corresponding similarity between the present and previous studies was found 

between FNC and BMD. 
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Geometry and architecture variables have earlier been studied to discriminate 

fracture and non-fracture subjects. Hip axis length has been reported to be the best 

discriminator (Peacock et al. 1995). In the present study FNAL had significant 

and moderate correlation with maximal load. Still, the best predictor of maximal 

load was FSD (r = 0.63, p < 0.01). The magnitude of correlation coefficient was 

similar as between the maximal load and BMDDEDR and BMDDXA. This indicates 

that a single geometrical parameter is not necessarily a superior predictor of 

maximal load than BMDDEDR or BMDDXA alone, whereas geometrical parameters 

with BMD allow a more accurate prediction of bone fragility than BMD only. 

Using stepwise multiple regression analysis the best combination of 

geometrical parameters and BMDDEDR values to predict the maximal load was 

explored. With the BMDDEDR values the best combination was WABMDDEDR, 

FSD and FNAL (r = 0.79, p < 0.05), and with DXA the best combination was 

obtained with TRBMDDXA and FSD (r = 0.80, p < 0.05). The correlation 

coefficients were very similar for both models. The combination of BMDDEDR and 

geometry parameters significantly improved the prediction of bone fracture as 

compared to FNBMDDEDR or TRBMDDEDR alone (p < 0.05). Similar results have 

been found previously when the BMDDXA and geometrical parameters have been 

combined (Peacock et al. 1995, Pulkkinen et al. 2004, Pulkkinen et al. 2006, 

Pulkkinen et al. 2008). 

6.4 Clinical application 

In the preliminary clinical data set, the mean absolute values of BMDDEDR were 

smaller than BMDDXA values in all subjects, and in the control and fracture 

groups, except for the inter-trochanter region of the fracture group. The observed 

negative BMDDEDR values affect strongly the mean values and are the main 

reason for the smaller mean values of BMDDEDR. In spite of negative values and 

smaller BMDDEDR values, the correlation between the mean group BMD values 

for the whole material was very high (r = 0.93, p = 0.07) even though the result 

did not reach statistical significance, due to the small number of points. 

BMDDEDR, however, was unable to differentiate the fracture and control groups in 

this preliminary material.  

In this study, the BMDDXA values differed significantly between fracture and 

control groups, where the absolute values of fracture cases were decreased in 

every ROI. A similar trend was not observed with BMDDEDR, which suggests that 

further development of the method is needed to improve the ability to predict 
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fractures. First step is to get realistic BMDDEDR values for all patients, which not 

naturally include negative values. 

Since the methods to determine BMD typically involve the use of ionizing 

radiation, it is necessary to discuss radiation dose issues. In routine clinical 

practice, a patient with a suspected fracture will probably undergo two different 

examinations, radiography to diagnose fracture and a DXA examination to 

diagnose osteoporosis. Patients of medium size will be get an effective dose of 

approximately 0.2 mSv from hip radiography and 1.1 µSv from DXA (Aallos 

2005). In DEDR, the additional image of 100 kVp will result in an approximately 

0.5 mSv additional dose, in addition to that from the diagnostic image of 79 kVp. 

Naturally, the dose of DEDR is greater than that in normal radiographic practice, 

but the effective dose is still small and acceptable considering the additional 

information it can provide. Unlike DXA images, the DEDR images can also be 

used for diagnostic purposes, such as fracture diagnostics, BMD determination 

and geometry definition.  

6.5 Limitations of the study 

The reference method of our study was DXA which is a standard method for 

BMD determination (Peck et al. 1993, Report of a WHO Scientific Group 2003, 

Report of a WHO Study Group 1994). DXA analysis software utilizes some 

operations, such as scattering and beam hardening corrections as well as quality 

assurance and calibration phantoms, which improve the overall precision and 

quality of the system. In studies I and II and in the preliminary clinical study 

scatter correction was not applied. In studies I and II, the reindeer femora were 

embedded in a water-filled container which causes similar scattering conditions 

for different samples. Results of the in vitro studies were thus adequate, although 

the results of the inter-trochanteric region, which includes more cortical bones 

than other ROIs, were somewhat weaker and stood out from those of the other 

regions. In the preliminary clinical study the scattering conditions varied widely 

depending strongly on patients’ size (patient size can be estimated using body 

weight and indirect exposure values) and the amount of soft tissue. The results 

were thus much weaker. Scatter correction as well as beam hardening correction, 

quality assurance, and calibration have to be taken into consideration for 

improving the system performance, especially with human data. 

In reindeer bone studies (I, II), positioning of the ROIs in DXA was 

performed manually because the DXA analysis program failed to automatically 
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detect the anatomic locations of the reindeer femur. A similar challenge was 

previously reported in a human cadaver study; it was solved by manual 

readjustment or positioning of the ROI (Wahnert et al. 2009). While ROI 

positioning in DXA was assisted by the software, the ROI boundaries in DEDR 

segmentation were set manually. This is the probable reason for better 

repeatability (0.2–1.8%) for DXA results as compared with DEDR results (2.2–

4.7%). The repeatability results of the DEDR suggest that the method is sensitive 

to the definition of the ROIs and would benefit from automated segmentation. In 

the clinical study the positioning in DXA was not an issue, while in the case of 

DEDR segmentation challenges are similar for reindeer and human 

measurements. 

Reindeer bone has not previously been used for BMD determination, 

mechanical testing or geometry assessment. In a preliminary test of Study II it 

was observed that reindeer bone has a very thick femoral neck and thus requires a 

high load to fracture in the configurations used with human femur. Here, the 

reindeer femur was tilted 30 degrees from the vertical direction to obtain a highly 

repeatable testing setup. In the final testing position the loading direction was 

nearly perpendicular to the femoral neck axis. This solution has not been used 

before in mechanical testing. Nonetheless, it could offer a feasible experimental 

setup for other species as well. 

Although some geometrical parameters can be accessed from DXA, those 

were not utilized in this work. When the regression model was implemented, the 

geometrical parameters measured from DEDR images were combined with 

BMDDXA values as well as BMDDEDR values. In the DEDR method, both 

BMDDEDR and detailed geometry assessment can be performed using only one 

apparatus, which is convenient for both patients and staff. This method is fast and 

allows the assessment of BMDDEDR and geometry parameters in exactly the same 

patient position as compared to performing geometry and BMDDXA assessments using 

different modalities. 

The limitation of the clinical study was that the total group of volunteers was 

somewhat small, which is why the anthropometrics of the patients were not 

similar between the fracture and control groups. There was a significant 

difference in mean body weight between the control and fracture groups. The 

DEDR images were acquired along with normal clinical work, and the DEDR 

images were taken by several radiographers. Although they were given careful 

instructions, part of the images or related information was in many cases 

incomplete. Some reasons for incomplete images included the following: 
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incorrect grid was used, the wrong imaging program was used instead of the 

clinical hip protocol, and the non-fractured hip was not located as a whole in the 

imaging area. Incomplete images were excluded from the final analysis. In the 

BMDDEDR calculation one or more ROIs of ten patients yielded negative BMD 

values. While the lack of scatter and beam hardening correction and varying 

imaging conditions may have contributed to these anomalies, a definite 

explanation for this behavior is lacking. Despite the anomalous BMD values, the 

mean group BMD values yielded a high correlation coefficient, encouraging 

further investigation. 

6.6 Future perspectives 

The results observed in this study suggest that DEDR is a potential method for 

BMD determination and prediction of bone fracture risk or fragility. In addition to 

fracture diagnostics and BMD determination, DEDR images can be used for 

geometry determination. When the BMDDEDR parameters are combined with 

geometry parameters the prediction of bone fragility improves significantly as 

compared to FNBMDDEDR or TRBMDDEDR alone. The preliminary study on 

clinical application yielded somewhat unexpected results warranting future 

studies. Further studies with scatter and beam hardening corrections as well as 

with larger clinical populations are required. 

DR systems have lately become more popular and can be found in health 

center level organizations. The ability to perform BMD measurements in such an 

environment could expedite the diagnosis process of bone diseases, such as 

osteoporosis. In future, using the DEDR method for diagnosis and BMD 

measurement may also be used for the determination of bone geometry, and could 

save costs and the time of patients and nursing staff. 
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7 Conclusion 

In conclusion, the DEDR method is a potential method for BMD determination in 
vitro. Combining BMD and geometry parameters, defined from the same DEDR 

images, can be used to improve the prediction of bone fragility and fracture risk. 

Based on the results of this study it can be concluded that 

1. Dual-energy digital radiography is a potential method to provide bone 

mineral density information. 

2. BMD measured by DEDR predicts the mechanical parameters with similar 

accuracy as DXA-based BMD. 

3. The combination of BMDDEDR and geometry parameters improves the 

prediction of maximal fracture load as compared to FNBMDDEDR or 

TRBMDDEDR alone. The best combination was BMDDEDR of Ward’s triangle, 

FSD and FNAL. 

4. In the preliminary clinical study group mean BMD values from DXA and 

DEDR were associated, even if the correlation did not reach statistical 

significance (p = 0.07). However, the method was unable to differentiate 

fracture subjects form controls, thus warranting further investigation. 
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